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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
The native vegetation of Iowa is primarily assigned to 
the Prairie Formation (Braun 1964) and deciduous forest is 
largely confined to stream valleys and protected ravine slopes 
(Aikman and Smelser 1938, Aikman and Gilly 1948, Braun 1964) . 
Aikman and Smelser (1938) classified the forests here as oak-
hickory and maple-basswood. Braun (1964) considered central 
Iowa to be in a transition zone between the mesophytic maple-
basswood forest from the northeast and oak-hickory forest 
extending into Iowa from the south. According to Thompson 
(1992), different communities recur predictably under certain 
soil moisture conditions and in specific physiographic 
positions. 
Aikman and Gilly (1948) found three distinct woody 
communities on the uplands of the lower Des Moines River based 
on composition. In order of decreasing mesophytism, they were 
the maple-basswood association, the oak-hickory association, 
and the hazelnut-dogwood-sumac shrub association. The oak-
hickory forest occupied the drier slopes and hilltops, In 
contact with the prairie of the upland. The most mesophytic 
forest community, the maple-basswood, occupied protected 
ravine slopes, northerly slopes, or lower slopes where there 
was a permanent supply of groundwater (Braun 1964) . 
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In this century, many midwestern forests have experienced 
a dramatic change in structure and composition (Abrams 1986, 
Nowacki et al. 1990, Shotola et al. 1992). These authors 
reported that oak species were not reproducing under their own 
canopy, mainly due to their relative intolerance to shade. 
More shade-tolerant species were dominating the understory and 
subcanopy. Lorimer (1984) discussed five hypothesis for the 
developmental potential of maple. He found that the available 
data supported the hypothesis that the current regime of less-
intense disturbance, sparse regeneration of oak, and maple's 
capacity for overstory development would result in diminished 
oak dominance and increased representation of maple. 
Even though the maple-basswood community was considered 
the highest stage of forest development in central Iowa 
(Aikman 1934), it was found to be only of a fragmentary nature 
here, compared to the more general distribution of oak-hickory 
communities (Aikman and Smelser 1938, Kucera 1952). The oak-
hickory was sometimes viewed as the climax here while the 
maple-basswood was the post-climax community found on 
protected cool and wet north slopes. The periodic shortage of 
water might be the key factor that limited development of 
maple-basswood stands (Aikman and Smelser 1938) . 
Thesis organization 
This thesis consists of three independent papers 
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resulting from permanent-plot vegetation sampling in Ledges 
State Park, Boone County, Iowa from June 1994 to July 1995. 
The first paper, on forest composition and change, compares 
the 1994/95 woody vegetation with that present in 1981 as 
described by Johnson-Groh (1983). The second paper describes 
vegetational variation along environmental gradients by 
relating the current forest vegetation to soil 
characteristics, topography, annual insolation and other 
environmental factors. The last paper compares quadrat and 
transect sampling of saplings and shrubs with respect to their 
effectiveness in estimating density and richness of the woody 
sapling species. A general conclusion section follows. 
There are three appendices. The first presents summary 
data from the survey of all woody vegetation, both trees and 
saplings. The second lists the values of measured soil 
characteristics and topographical features for each of the 38 
resampled plots. The last one is a BASIC program written by 
professor Laurent Hodges, Department of Physics, Iowa State 
University, for calculation of average daily insolation of 
each month in central Iowa on a tilted surface with given 
slope and aspect. 
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FOREST COMPOSITION AND CHANGE IN 
LEDGES STATE PARK, BOONE COUNTY, IOWA 
A paper to be sumitted to the American Midland Naturalist 
Eenam Sin, James W. Raich, Donald R. Farrar 
Abstract 
We examined the vegetation changes in 38 permanent forest 
plots in Ledges State Park, Iowa for the period 1981-1995. 
There were 26 species of trees and 51 species of saplings 
found in the 38 plots in the current study. The average 
species richness per plot was 10 species for the trees (> 3 cm 
dbh) and 17 for the saplings (>10 cm height, <3 cm dbh). The 
2 
average tree basal area was 26.5 m /ha and the average tree 
density was 1205 stems/ha. The average sapling density was 
14402 stems/ha. Tree species richness, stem densities and 
basal area per plot were similar in 1981 and 1994/95. The 
changes in sapling richness per plot were more variable than 
those of the tree strata. Total sapling density, however, 
remained about the same. There was a shift towards larger 
size-classes for the major tree species examined. All tree 
species examined exhibited the negative exponential 
distribution in both inventory years except Carya ovata, 
Quercus alba and Quercus rubra, which showed unimodal size-
class distributions. Tests of convergence for tree and 
sapling strata gave contradictory results. There was no 
6 
evidence of convergence of the tree layer. The sapling layer, 
in contrast, exhibited directional change in composition: 
there was an increase in the richness of tree species whereas 
non-tree species declined in density. 
Introduction 
The study of succession or vegetational change is 
hampered by the time scale involved. Any study of 
vegetational change that is to encompass successive 
generations of forest trees is automatically a study that will 
last hundreds of years. Only rarely (e.g., Peet and 
Christensen 1980, Hibbs 1983, Ward and Stephens 1993) have 
studies followed vegetation change on the same area for more 
than a few years. To deal with the problem of time scale, 
many studies have compared similar sites of different 
successional ages, i.e., a chronosequence. Describing 
successional changes by comparing stands of different ages 
requires the assumption that observed differences in species 
composition and canopy structure are caused by temporal 
changes and not by differences in initial vegetation 
composition, soils, disturbance patterns, climate, stochastic 
change, or other factors (Finegan 1984). The use of permanent 
plots in this study avoided these potential problems and 
allowed a detailed analysis of individual species survival and 
growth through time. 
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We examined the vegetation changes in 38 permanent forest 
plots in Ledges State Park, Iowa for the period 1981-1995. 
The forests of Iowa were classified as maple-basswood or oak-
hickory by Aikman and Smelser (1938). Aikman (1934) studied 
sites of various stages of succession in Ledges State Park and 
suggested maple-basswood to be the climax stage of the 
xerosere with oak-hickory preceding it. In many midwestern 
oak-hickory forests a decline in oaks and an increase in 
maples has been observed (Abrams 1986, Nowacki et al. 1990, 
Shotola et al. 1992) and Lorimer (1984) suggested that maples 
were likely to be the future canopy dominants, replacing oaks. 
The objectives of this study were to relocate and 
reestablish the permanent inventory plots established by 
Johnson-Groh (1983) in 1981. We remeasured the vegetation to 
identify changes in forest structure. Finally, we wanted to 
test the forest plots studied for convergence through time. 
Study site 
All of our plots are located in Ledges State Park of 
central Iowa (latitude 42°00'N, longitude 93°50'W, elevation 
306 m), four miles south of the city of Boone. The park is 
situated on a glacial till plain dissected by the Des Moines 
River and its tributaries. The park uplands are flat to 
gently rolling. Steep slopes predominate and various stages 
of soil slumping are evident throughout the park. There is 75 
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m of relief between the highest point (363 m), and the Des 
Moines River (288 m) . 
The soil survey in the period 1972 to 1975 mapped 12 soil 
units In Ledges State Park (Andrews and Dideriksen 1981). 
There are generally three soil categories defined by their 
topographic location: the floodplain and alluvial terraces, 
steep slopes, and flat uplands. The floodplain and alluvial 
terrace soils are Buckney fine sandy loarns, Moingona loarns and 
Spilleville-Buckney complex. They are moderately well drained 
to excessively drained, and are subject to flooding and a 
seasonally high water table. Palms muck is included in this 
category. It is found in large depressions which were marshes 
or shallow ponds. All of the steep side slopes, derived from 
glacial till, are well drained Hayden-Storden loarns. The Ames 
silt loarns, Hayden loarns and Luther loarns are located in the 
upland areas. With the exception of the Hayden loarns, these 
are somewhat poorly drained. 
The climate of this area is an extreme midcontinental 
type with hot, wet summers and dry, cold winters. In the 
winter the average temperature is _6° C with an average daily 
minimum of -11° C. In the summer, the average temperature is 
22° C and the average daily maximum is 29° C. Precipitation 
averages 84.8 cm annually, with 73% of it falling from April 
to September as rain. The average seasonal snowfall is 8.1 
cm. Summers are characterized by thunderstorms and occasional 
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hailstorms and tornadoes (prepared by the National Climatic 
Center, Asheville, North Carolina, from data recorded in 
Boone, Iowa in the period 1951 to 1974). 
At the time of European settlement in North America, Sauk 
and Fox Indian tribes, who used the sandstone outcrops as 
outlooks for protection, inhabited the Ledges area. The park, 
containing 644 acres, was formally dedicated in 1924. 
Additional parkland was acquired in the 1930s and 1940s so 
that by 1945 there were 860 acres in the park. In 1979, 383 
acres of land were added and this brought the total acreage 
for the park up to 1117 acres (Figure 1). Most of the 
recently acquired land is now forested but was previously a 
mixture of farmsteads, pastureland, and cultivated croplands. 
Parts of the park were severely grazed prior to purchase by 
the state, and most of the park has probably been subjected to 
logging and grazing in the past. 
Materials and methods 
A total of 38 forest plots in Ledges State Park were 
inventoried. These plots were a subset of the 54 permanent 
forest and prairie plots that Johnson-Groh (1983) established 
in 1981. All plots were 50 x 20 m, as in Whittaker (1973), 
with the long axis placed approximately parallel to the 
topographic contours. The 38 plots were selected to represent 
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Figure 1 Ledges State Park. 
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all aspects, slope levels, slope inclinations, and degrees of 
disturbance. The data of Johnson-Groh (1983) were collected 
ln 1981 and our data were collected in 1994 and 1995. 
All 38 plots were sampled using the same methods as 
Johnson-Groh (1983). The circumference of all woody plants 
with diameter at breast height (dbh, 1.4 m), of >3 em were 
measured and tallied to species. All trees were mapped to the 
nearest 0.5 m. Trees united at their base, but separated at 
breast height, were measured separately and counted as 
different stems. The abundance of saplings and shrubs, herein 
defined as all woody plants greater than 10 em in height and 
<3 em dbh, were sampled using three 10 x 10 m quadrats 
centered regularly along the central 50 m transect. A 
multiple-stemmed plant originating from a single root crown 
was counted as a single individual. 
The 1994/95 data were used to correct the 1981 original 
survey data where clear misidentifications of the trees were 
made. No attempt was made to go through the original sapling 
data, and the compiled sapling data of Johnson-Groh (1983, 
Appendix B) was used. All trees of Ulmus spp. were combined 
into a single-species class for comparisons among years due to 
mismatches between the original and current identification of 
the elm species. For saplings, we combined Cornus spp., 
Crataegus spp., Fraxinus spp., Lonicera spp., Morus spp., 
Rhamnus spp., Ribes spp., Rosa spp., Rubus spp., Smilax spp. 
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and Ulmus spp. into single-genera categories for comparisons 
among years. This was because the species identifications 
were not available for some of the 1983 data and because of 
the difficulty of accurately distinguishing some of the 
species in young stages. 
Changes in both the tree and sapling vegetation structure 
were assayed using various methods. We compared directly the 
data from 1981 with the data from 1994/95 with respect to the 
species present in each plot, the total number of species per 
plot, the total number of stems per plot, and the total basal 
area of trees per plot. We also focused specifically on the 
abundant tree species, and the data from all plots, within 
years, were combined to develop size-class histograms for each 
of the individual species. 
To determine convergence of both the tree and the sapling 
layers, two techniques were used. We compared the similarity 
of species among plots within years by calculating similarity 
indices. Secondly, we conducted ordinations to analyse the 
composition of the tree and sapling communities of both 
periods. 
The similarity index used was the Sorenson's coefficient 
(Sorenson 1948), SS=2c/(a+b), where c refers to the number of 
species occurring in both plots to be compared, and a and b 
refer to the number of species in the first and second plots, 
respectively. The coefficient was calculated for each pair of 
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the 38 plots within each year for the tree and the sapling 
vegetation independently. 
The ordination technique used was detrended 
correspondence analysis or DECORANA (Hill 1979). The total 
basal area per tree species was used as the abundance term for 
ordination of the tree inventory data. For saplings, the 
total number of stems per species was used. These abundance 
terms were normalized to yield a total of 100 percent. The 
default options with no down weighting, four rescalings and 26 
segments were used. 
We conducted separate ordinations of the 1981 and the 
1994/95 tree inventory data, and a third ordination where data 
from both years were combined. The same approach was applied 
to the sapling data. Species occuring in less than two plots 
in the single-year ordinations, and in less than three plots 
In the combined-year ordinations, were excluded from the 
analysis. For the single-year ordinations, the Euclidean 
distance of each plot to its nearest neighbor on the two-
dimensional ordination space was calculated. For the 
combined-year ordinations, the Euclidean distance of each plot 
to a median point was calculated. The median point had the 
medians of the first and the second axis plot scores as its x-
and y- coordinates. The tests of differences in distance in 
the two periods allowed inferences of convergence. If the 
stands were converging to either a monoclimax or a polyclimax, 
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the mean distance to the nearest neighbor in the latter year 
should decrease. Similarly, decreasing distance to median in 
the latter year suggests convergence to an intermediate 
species composition. The movement of plots in the combined-
year ordinations was further examined by plotting the vectors 
of their movement from 1981 to 1994/95 in two-dimensional 
ordination space. 
Very similar techniques were used to determine 
convergence between the tree and sapling layers. Sorenson's 
coefficient was calculated for each plot between the tree and 
the sapling inventory data. The tree and sapling inventory 
data of the same year were also combined in a single 
ordination. In this case a single plot was treated as two 
plots, one carrying the tree inventory data and the other the 
sapling inventory data. Acanthopanax sieboldianus, Berberis 
thunbergii, Celastrus scadens, Dirca palustris, Physocarpus 
opulifolius, Ribes spp., Rosa spp., Rubus spp., Sambucus 
canadensis, Smilax spp., Staphylea trifoliata, Symphoricarpus 
orbiculatus and Viburnum spp., which were not represented in 
the tree layers, were excluded from these ordinations to avoid 
exaggeration of differences between the two layers. For each 
year, two separate ordinations were conducted. Stern densities 
per species were used as abundance term for the saplings in 
both ordinations of each year. For the tree inventory data, 
the abundance terms were species stern densities in one 
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ordination and basal area in the other. The Euclidean 
distance between the tree and the sapling plots of each stand 
on the two-dimensional ordination space was calculated. 
Results 
There were 26 species of trees and 51 species of saplings 
found in the 38 plots in current study. The average richness 
per plot was 10 species for trees and 17 for the saplings. 
2 The average basal area was 26.5 m /ha and the average tree 
density was 1205 stems/ha. The average sapling density was 
14402 stems/ha (Table 1) . 
There was no solid evidence of change in the overall 
structure of the tree stratum. Tree species richness (tree a 
diversity) remained the same between 1981 and 1994195 (Table 1 
and Figure 2a) although fluctuations in individual species did 
Occur. Quercus rubra was eliminated from two Quercus alba-
dominated plots, and three Quercus rubra-dominated plots lost 
their only one or very few Quercus alba (Table 2). None of 
the plots gained any of the four Quercus spp. present in the 
38 plots. Acer nigrum was present in almost all plots and was 
found in one plot previously without it. Carya ovata 
disappeared from four plots. Fraxinus americana and Ostrya 
virginiana were almost universally present. Young Celtis 
occidentalis, Fraxinus nigra and Ulmus spp. invaded several 
plots. Robinia pseudocacia, a species not found by Johnson-
16 
Table 1 Measurements of community structure of tree 
Trees 
and sapling layers in 38 permanent inventory plots 
in Ledges State Park. The final column shows the 
probability that the two years differed, as 
determined by a paired t-test. 
Species richness (#/plot) 
Stern density ( 103 stems/hal 
Basal 2 area (m /ha) 
mean ± 
standard 
deviation 
Probability 
of 
no change 
1981 1994/95 
10±3 10±2 0.52 
1. 2±0.1 1.2±0.1 0.64 
26. 3±2. 0 26.5±1.6 0.87 
Saplings 
Species richness (#/plot) 
total 15±4 17±5 0.11 
tree species 9+2 11±3 <0.001 
non-tree speciesa 6±2 6±2 0.27 
Stern density ( 103 stems/hal 
total 17.5±2.1 14.4±3.5 0.06 
tree species lS.4±16.9 12.1±10.3 0.23 
non-tree speciesa S.3±5.3 2.3±2.4 <0.001 
a includes Cornus drurnmondii and Cornus alternifolia (combined 
as Cornus spp.), corylus americanum, Euonymous atropurpurea, 
Lonicera tartaric a and Vitis spp. which also occur as trees. 
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Figure 2 Comparisons of stand structure in 38 permanent plots 
in Ledges State Park in 1981 and 1994/95: (a) tree 
species richness per plot; (b) tree stem densities; 
(c) tree basal area; (d) sapling species richness per 
plot; and (e) sapling stem densities. 
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Groh (1983), was found in one plot (plot 17) below the 
Inspiration Point. This plot was cut about 15 years ago for 
vista clearing. Rhamnus cathartica, which was also not found 
by Johnson-Groh (1983), invaded another plot (plot 10). 
Both tree stern densities and basal area per plot were 
similar in the two inventory years with the exception of two 
plots in each comparisons (Figure 2b&c and Table 1). Stern 
densities increased dramatically in one plot (plot 38) and 
decreased in another (plot 51). The increase was caused by 
the maturing of a 'dog-hair' stand of Qstrya virginiana in a 
ridge-top plot. Sterns of Qstrya virginiana and of a few of 
other species were lost in the other plot. Nonetheless, the 
basal areas of these two plots were relatively constant. The 
basal area of two other plots (plots 2 & 5) decreased greatly 
due to the loss of large Quercus rubra, but the stern density 
per plot remained more or less the same. These two plots were 
near each other and oak wilt was suspected. 
All but three of the major tree species examined 
exhibited a negative exponential distribution of numerous 
small tree stems and a decrease of stems in the larger size-
classes (Figure 3). Carya ovata, Quercus alba and Quercus 
rubra had unimodal or bell-shaped diameter distributions, with 
little or no recent regeneration. There was a shift in the 
size-class distribution into larger diameters: almost all 
species had more individuals in the larger size-classes in 
300 
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Figure 3 Size-class distributions of some tree species 
in Ledges state Park. # of stems refers to the 
total number of stems found in all 38 plots. ACNI = 
Acer nigrum, CAOV = Carya ovata, JUNI = Juglans 
nigra, TrAM = Tilia americana, QUAL = Quercus alba 
and QURU = Quercus rubra. em 1981 D 1994/95 
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1994/95 than in 1981. Tilia americana was the only species 
that had fewer individuals in the largest size-class in 
1994/95. With the exceptions of Celtis occidentalis, Fraxinus 
americana, Fraxinus nigra, Ostrya virginiana and Ulmus spp., 
all other species examined had fewer individual in the 
smallest size-classes. Ostrya virginiana, with more than 1800 
individuals in the 38 plots in 1981 and more than 1900 in 
1994/95, was the most abundant species. Acer nigrum and 
Fraxinus americana were the most abundant species in the 
smallest size-class after Ostrya virginiana. Ouercus alba and 
Quercus rubra were the most abundant species in the largest 
size-class. 
The change ln sapling richness per plot was more variable 
than that of the tree strata (Figure 2d). The number of 
species in a few plots almost doubled. Nonetheless, most of 
the plots had more or less the same total number of species in 
1994/95 as in 1981 (Table 1). The total sapling stem 
densities did not change either. However, when the tree 
saplings and non-tree saplings were looked at separately, each 
plot gained an average of two species of tree saplings and the 
density of non-tree saplings declined by more than half (Table 
1 and Figure 4). Tree sapling densities and non-tree sapling 
richness did not change. Amelanchier arborea, Juniperus 
virginiana and Tilia americana were the only tree species that 
were lost by more plots than gained. Qn the contrary, 
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Figure 4 Comparisons of (a) tree sapling richness, (b)non-tree 
sapling richness, (c) tree sapling stem density and 
(d) non-tree sapling stem density in 38 permanent 
plots in Ledges State Park in 1981 and 1994/95. Non-
tree saplings include Cornus drummondii and Cornus 
alternifolia (combined as Cornus spp.), Corylus 
americanum, Euonymous atropurpurea, Lonicera 
tartarica and vitis spp. which also occur as trees. 
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Celastrus scadens, Rosa spp., Smilax spp. and Vitis spp. were 
the only non-tree species that were gained by more plots than 
lost (Table 3). 
The tests of convergence gave contradictory results with 
respect to the two strata. The average Sorenson's 
coefficients for trees decreased significantly (Table 1) from 
0.61 in 1981 to 0.56 in 1994/95 (Figure 5a&b) indicating less 
similarity among the tree plots in 1994/95 than they were in 
1981. Similarly, the s.d. units of first DECORANA axis were 
3.72 and 4.76 for the 1981 and the 1994/95 tree ordinations, 
respectively, suggesting more beta diversity in 1994/95. 
However, when one bottomland plot (plot 39) occupying the 
extreme right position on axis 1 was not considered, the s.d. 
units were 3.39 and 2.86 for 1981 and 1994/95, respectively. 
Despite the decreasing s.d. units for the other 37 plots, the 
plots' distances to their nearest neighbor were not 
significantly different in the two years (Table 4) . 
Almost all plots changed to some degree over the 1981-
1995 period, based on the tree data (Figure 6a). The 
bottomland plot again occupied the extreme position on axis 1. 
Attempts were made to conduct ordination without that plot and 
also without it and the three other plots having higher axis 1 
scores than the others. The s.d. units for the rest of the 34 
plots and their distribution along axis 1 and 2 were found to 
be almost the same in all three ordinations. Therefore, we 
25 
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Tests for convergence of tree and sapling layers 
in 38 permanent inventory plots in Ledges State Park 
between the year 1981 and 1994/95. The similarity 
index refers to the 703 comparisons of the 
Sorenson's coefficients among the 38 plots within a 
year. Nearest neighbor refers to the Euclidean 
distance of each of the 38 plots to its nearest 
neighbor on the two-dimensional ordination space of 
each year. Distance to median refers to the 
Euclidean distance of each of the 38 plots of each 
year to a median point on the ordination space of 
the combined-year ordination. 
Similarity index 
Nearest neighbor 
Distance to median 
Probability of no change 
Trees 
<O.OOla 
(1994/95 < 1981) 
Saplings 
<O.OOla 
(1994/95 > 1981) 
a Paired two sample t-test for means 
b Wilcoxon's rank sum test 
kept all plots in the analysis. In the combined-year 
ordination, the plots were not closer to the median point in 
1994/95 than they were in 1981 (Table 4). The plots were not 
converging towards any sort of intermediate composition 
(distance-to-median analysis), nor did they converge to form 
one or more distinct group(s) (nearest-neighbor analysis) . 
The tree vegetation did not exhibit any kind of consistent, 
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Figure 6 (a)Detrended correspondence analysis ordination of 
38 permanent inventory plots in Ledges State Park 
based on relativized (to 100) tree basal area per 
species in 1981 and 1994/95. Shaded circles = 1981 
plots, open circles = 1994/95 plots and the dotted 
lines connect the same plot from both years. 
(b) The movement of the 38 plots in two-dimensional 
ordination space. The location of the 1981 plots 1S 
normalized to zero on both axes 1 and 2, and the 
relative location of the same plots in 1994/95 is 
shown by arrows. Longer arrows indicate greater 
change in that plot. 
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directional change {Figure 6b} . 
The sapling vegetation, on the other hand, showed a 
greater magnitude of change than the tree vegetation (Figure 
7a&b). The average Sorenson's coefficient increased 
significantly from 0.58 to 0.65 (Table 4, Figure 5c&d). The 
coefficients also had less variance in 1994/95 than in 1981. 
The s.d. units for the 1981 and 1994/95 single-year 
ordinations were 3.27 and 2.51, respectively. The saplings 
of the bottomland plot were not different from those of other 
plots. The sapling vegetation was different from that of 13-
14 years ago and showed consistent and directional change. 
Many plots moved toward a substantially lower axis 1 score and 
almost all moved toward a higher axis 2 score (Figure 7a&b) . 
Because most plots gained more tree sapling species than 
they lost and non-tree saplings declined in abundance or 
disappeared, it was not surprising that the similarity indices 
indicated more similarity between the trees and the saplings 
in 1994/95 than in 1981 (Figure 5e&f). The similarity indices 
not only increased, but also had less variance. The tree and 
sapling plots were significantly closer on the ordination 
space using relativized tree basal area as the abundance term 
but not in the ordination using normalized tree stem density 
as abundance term (Table 5). 
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Figure 7 (a)Detrended correspondence analysis ordination of 
38 permanent inventory plots in Ledges State Park 
based on relativized (to 100) sapling stem densities 
per species in 1981 and 1994/95. Shaded circles = 
1981 plots, open circles = 1994/95 plots and the 
dotted lines connect the same plot from both years. 
(b) The movement of the 38 plots in two-dimensional 
ordination space. The location of the 1981 plots is 
normalized to zero on both axes 1 and 2, and the 
relative location of the same plots in 1994/95 is 
shown by arrows. Longer arrows indicate greater 
change in that plot. 
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Tests for change in tree-sapling relationships 
in 38 permanent inventory plots in Ledges State 
Park. Similarity index refers to the Sorenson's 
coefficient between the tree species and sapling 
species in each of the 38 plots within a year. Tree 
basal area and sapling density refer to the 
Euclidean distance between the trees and the 
saplings of each of the 38 stands on two-dimensional 
ordination space of each year based on tree basal 
area per species and saplings density per species. 
Tree density and saplings density refer to the same 
kind of distances except that tree density per 
species was used as the abundance term for the tree 
instead of basal area. 
Probability of change 
Similarity index O.003 a 
O.004b 
O.34b 
Tree basal area and sapling density 
Tree density and sapling density 
a Paired two sample t-test for means 
b Wilcoxon's rank sum test 
Discussion 
The forests of Ledges State Park were logged and grazed 
near the turn of this century. Multiple-stemmed trees 
regenerating from stumps were common throughout the park and 
cow paths were visible in the newly-acquired land. The forests 
of Ledges State Park can be described as secondary forests 
that likely regenerated from stump sprouts and seedlings 
present at the time of cutting, or following a halt of 
grazing. Most of the plots can be best considered old 
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secondary forests, but those in the newly-acquired area 
(Figure 1) were disturbed longer than the original parklands. 
The basal area of the Ledges forest was 26.3 m2 /ha in 
1981 and 26.5 m2 /ha in 1994/95 for stems ~3 cm dbh. The basal 
area in Ledges has not increased over the past 13-14 years. 
Both the species richness as well as the stem densities of the 
trees in Ledges also have not increased. If significant 
successional trends were underway in the tree strata of these 
forests, it was likely that the sucessional rate was too slow 
to be detected over a 13-14 year period. The changes in the 
sapling layer were more dramatic. There were more tree 
species in the sapling layers and the density of the non-tree 
saplings decreased. 
Even though we could not detect any changes in the tree 
structure, there was evidence that suggest possible future 
changes. Acernigrum and Tilia americana were the only 
important canopy species with abundant regeneration. The 
presently dominant Quercus spp., with the unimodal diameter 
distribution, had almost no regeneration. Individual species 
diameter distributions could vary often as a function of 
tolerance, particularly light, and life-history traits (Muller 
1982). However, unlike other studies that showed a shifting 
of Quercus-dominant forest toward Acer-dominant forest, 
Quercus alba and Quercus rubra retained their dominance in 
1994/95. 
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An advancing size-class curve for distribution of Quercus 
alba and Quercus rubra indicated that they had not yet reached 
the end of their life span. The oak forest of Ledges was 
still fairly young with the largest individuals in the 70-80 
cm dbh class. This might suggest why the oaks in Ledges were 
still dominant. However, due to the lack of oak recruitment, 
the midstory layer of tolerant maples and basswood in the 
vicinity of veteran trees at the time of death might determine 
replacement. 
Besides the classical approach of examining forest 
structure, we also employed ordination techniques to examine 
change. Ordination is a technique that organizes community 
data based on species abundances exclusively, and leaves 
environmental interpretation to a subsequent, independent step 
(Gauch 1982). In detrended correspondence analysis, the axis 
scores are scaled with respect to species turnover. Their 
length provides a direct measure of beta diversity, such that 
one half change of species composition equals approximately to 
1.19 s.d. units as calculated by DECORANA (Hill 1979). We 
calculated the distance of each plot to its nearest neighbor 
for each single-year ordination. If any sort of convergence, 
to a monoclimax or to polyclimax, were taking place, the 
distance would decrease in the later period. 
Another way we utilized the ordination. technique to 
examine change was by repeated enumerations of data from the 
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same plots over a period of time to yield a time-series 
ordination (Goldsmith et al. 1986). The success of this 
approach depends on the assumption that the changes in 
vegetation will lead towards other species compositions 
already represented in the ordination (Swaine and Greig-Smith 
1980). To quantify change, we used the vectors to show 
directional movement. We also calculated plots' distance to 
the median point to test for convergence. Decrease in 
distance indicated convergence. 
The decreasing s.d. units of the tree vegetation in the 
37 plots as well as the sapling vegetation in our study 
supported Clement's (1916) prediction of convergence. Other 
tests of convergence gave contradictory results. Similarity 
indices suggested divergence of (or random change in) the tree 
layer and convergence of the sapling layer. The nearest-
neighbor and distance-to-median tests indicated no significant 
change of the two strata. However, despite these tests, there 
was definite change of the sapling layer in a certain 
direction primarily caused by the increase representation of 
the tree-sapling species and the decrease in stem densities of 
the non-tree saplings. 
The study period of 13-14 year represented somewhere 
between 1/20 to 1/8 of the potential life-span of the existing 
trees. Therefore, it should not be surprising to find 
relatively little change in the tree layer. On the contrary, 
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saplings are more dynamic due to their generally shorter life 
span and major changes in the sapling species composition were 
found. Nonetheless, this study period was definitely not long 
enough to provide any definitive answer. Long term monitoring 
of permanent plots was required for detailed analysis of 
individual species survival and growth, the nature of change 
in the sapling layer, and also long-term forest dynamics. 
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VEGETATION VARIATION ALONG ENVIRONMENTAL GRADIENT IN 
LEDGES STATE PARK, BOONE COUNTY, IOWA 
A paper to be sumitted to the American Midland Naturalist 
Eenam Sin 
Abstract 
We report in this paper the results of an examination of 
compositional variability among deciduous hardwood forests in 
central Iowa using detrended correspondence analysis performed 
by the program CANOCO (version 3.1, ter Braak 1990). Annual 
insolation and organic matter content, which were negatively 
correlated, formed a gradient along which the tree vegetation 
changed. As insolation decreased and soil organic matter 
increased, vegetation changed from Ouercus alba to Quercus 
rubra to Tilia americana dominance. Soil pH and available P 
also correlated with the first axis of the tree ordination. 
The sapling vegetation showed no correlation with the tree 
vegetation. Understory communities were more sensitive to 
soil nutrient availability: the important environmental 
variables correlating with their distribution were soil pH and 
available soil phosphorus and potassium. 
Introduction 
The native vegetation of Iowa is primarily assigned to 
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the Prairie Formation (Braun 1964) and deciduous forest was 
largely confined to stream valleys and protected ravine slopes 
(Aikman and Smelser 1938, Aikman and Gilly 1948, Braun 1964) . 
Braun (1964) considered central Iowa to be in a transition 
zone between the mesophytic maple-basswood forest from the 
northeast and oak-hickory forest extending into Iowa from the 
south. The oak-hickory association is the most widespread 
forest type in central Iowa, with localized distributions of 
black maple and basswood (Aikman and Smelser 1938, Kucera 
1952). According to Thompson (1992), different forest 
communites form bands at different elevations on the slopes 
and recur predictably under certain soil moisture conditions 
and in specific physiographic positions. 
Johnson-Groh (1985) classified the vegetation ln Ledges 
State Park into seven major types. They were the Quercus 
alba, Quercus alba-Quercus rubra, Quercusrubra, Quercus 
rubra-Tilia americana, Tilia americana, slump forest, and 
bottomland vegetation types. Quercus alba was dominant on dry, 
exposed, flat uplands and the Tilia americana type was on the 
coolest and wettest, steep north-facing slopes. Quercus rubra 
was typical of moderate moisture conditions and was therefore 
very widespread. The slump forest type, with diverse habitats 
and species, was unique to areas where hillside soil slumping 
was common. The resulting canopy opening and exposed bare 
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soil allowed species intolerant to shade to become established 
(Johnson-Groh 1985) . 
However, even though many studies have suggested that 
forest stands in Iowa differ in composition as related to 
topographical features, there have been no attempts to 
determine quantitatively how such differences were related to 
variations in site conditions. Our goal was to determine the 
relationships between vegetation composition and possible 
causal factors in Ledges State Park of central Iowa. Because 
this study represented part of the effort in remeasuring the 
permanent plots established by Johnson-Groh (1983) in the 
park, we hoped the gradients identified would provide a useful 
background knowledge for further monitoring of the plots. 
Furthermore, this study will allow for comparisons with later 
studies to determine if vegetation response to environment 
changes with time, and if different strata respond at a 
different rate to environmental changes. 
Materials and Methods 
A total of 38 forest plots in Ledges State Park, Boone 
County, Iowa were surveyed (1st paper). Both the tree and 
sapling vegetation were as described in (1st paper) (1996). 
Soil samples were collected at 6 random points in each 
plot and composited prior to analysis. 
litter layer (0 horizon) was removed. 
For each sample, the 
Mineral (A horizon) 
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soil was collected to a depth of 5 cm and subsequently 
analyzed for pH in water, organic matter content, available 
potassium (K) and available phosphorus (P) using the methods 
of the Iowa State University Soil Testing Laboratory (North 
Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station 1988). 
Slope and aspect were measured for each plot. They were 
the average value of those measured at three points: two 
upper-slope corners and the center of the upper-slope border 
of the plots. These were used to calculate the annual 
insolation. The average daily insolation of each month on a 
horizontal surface in central Iowa was adjusted for that of a 
surface with a given slope and aspect using a computer program 
developed by Professor Laurent Hodges, Iowa State University 
(Appendix III). A site tolerance index was also calculated 
for each plot. The tolerance rating of each species in this 
study was assigned a number from 1 to 5 , from very tolerant 
to very intolerant (Preston 1976, USDA 1990). A linear 
relationship was assumed in the above assignment. For each 
plot, the index would be the weighted average of the tolerance 
rating of each species in that plot with their relative basal 
area (normalized to 100) as the weight. 
Compositional gradients of both the tree and the sapling 
strata of 37 plots, and their relationships to seven 
environmental variables {slope, organic matter content, soil 
pH, available P, available K, annual insolation and plot 
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tolerance index) were investigated by detrended correspondence 
analysis using the program CANOCO (version 3.1, ter Braak 
1990). One plot (plot 39) was excluded from the analysis 
because the soil in the top 5 cm was thought to be not related 
to the vegetation composition due to thick deposit of sand 
after 1993 flooding. Only saplings ~20 cm in height were 
included in the analysis to eliminate one-year-old seedlings. 
For the analysis of both strata, only species occurring in at 
least two plots were included in the analysis. 
In detrended correspondence analysis, the axis scores are 
scaled with respect to species turnover. Their length 
provides a direct measure of beta diversity, such that one 
half change of species composition equals approximately to 
1.19 s.d. units as calculated by DECORANA (Hill 1979). The 
eigenvalues indicate the amount of variation accounted for by 
an axis. 
Results 
The eigenvalues for axes 1 and 2 were 0.472 and 0.207, 
and 0.403 and 0.260, for the tree and sapling ordinations, 
respectively. The vectors of annual insolation and organic 
matter content, pointing in opposite directions, characterized 
the major axis along which the tree vegetation varied (Figure 
1). The vectors point in the direction of maximum change of 
the specified site variables and axes (ter Braak 1990). There 
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Figure 1 Detrended correspondence analysis (DCA) ordination 
of all sample stands based on tree basal area per 
species. The vectors point in the direction of 
maximum change of the specified site variables and 
axes. Only environmental variables with significant 
correlation (p<O.Ol) with the axes are shown. The 
dominant species of a plot with respect to basal 
area is the species with the most basal area in the 
plot .• , <> and ~ = plots with Ouercus alba, Ouercus 
rubra and Tilia americana, respectively, as the 
dominant species. 0 = others. The dominant species 
of a plot is the species with the most basal area in 
that plot. 
were no distinct vegetation groups. Instead, continuous 
vegetational variation from dominance of Quercus alba to 
increasing dominance of Ouercus rubra to Tilia americana were 
observed (Figure 1). The slump forests have higher axis 1 
scores. 
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Based on the tree composition, Quercus alba plots were 
mainly on ridge tops and some south-facing slopes. Tilia 
americana plots were found on north/northeast-facing plots. 
Slopes of virtually all aspects occurred in the other plots. 
Slope alone was not correlated with either axis 1 or axis 2 
(Table 1). However, annual insolation, which was determined 
by both the slope and aspect, was negatively correlated with 
species axis 1 and positively correlated with species axis 2 
(p<O.Ol). Qrganic matter content, soil pH and available 
potassium also increased along axis 1 and annual insolation 
was negatively correlated with organic matter content. Even 
though slope was not correlated with any of the axes, pH and 
available potassium increased with steeper slope. 
The correlations between the relative basal area 
(normalized to 100) of four important canopy species, Acer 
nigrum, Tilia americana, Quercus alba and Quercus rubra, and 
the environmental variables were also examined (Table 1) . 
Acer nigrum and Tilia americana increased in importance in 
sites with low annual insolation, which was consistent with 
their shade tolerance levels. Quercus alba was more abundant 
on soils with more available potassium and that was more 
acidic. Quercus rubra, on the other hand, increased in 
dominance on steeper slopes. 
The ordering of stands along axes 1 and 2 in the tree 
Table 1 
tree1 
tree2 
ACNI 
TIAM 
QUAL 
QURU 
sapling1 
pH 
AvailK 
solar 
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Correlation comparison of environmental variables, 
tree and sapling DCA axis 1 and axis 2, and 
relativized basal area of Acer nigrum (ACNI), Tilia 
americana (TIAM) ,Quercus alba (QUAL) and Quercus 
rubra (QURU). tree1, tree2 = tree DCA axis 1 score 
and axis 2 score. sapling1 = sapling DCA axis 1 
score. %OM = organic matter content, AvailP = 
available phosphorus, Available K = available 
potassium, and solar = annual insolation. Only 
correlations with p<0.05 are shown. * = p<O.Ol 
Slope %OM pH AvailP AvailK solar 
* * 0.49 0.41 0.39 -0.44 
* 0.49 
* 
-0.48 
* 
-0.64 
* 
-0.51 -0.43 
0.40 
* * 0.46 0.41 0.45 
* 0.61 
* * 0.49 0.51 
* 
-0.54 
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ordination was very different from the ordering along axes 1 
and 2 in the sapling ordination. There was no correlation 
between the stand scores of any of the axes of the ordinations 
of the two strata, with or without the non-tree species 
included in the sapling ordination. The saplings were 
generally very similar among the plots. There was less beta 
diversity on the first axis of the sapling vegetation than 
that of the tree vegetation (Figure 1 & 2). The four plots 
with more diverse tree vegetation were not segregated from the 
rest of the plots in the sapling ordination. The DCA axis 1 
of the sapling ordination was positively correlated with soil 
pH, available K and available P (Table 1 & Figure 2). 
Discussion 
Our results support Sanders (1968) and Niemann and 
Landers' (1974) notions that discrete upland community types 
do not exist in central Iowa. Instead, there were gradual 
transitions between communities. The Orloci ordination of 
vegetation in woodman Hollow of central Iowa gave similar 
results: prairie, oak-hickory forest, north-facing slopes and 
the floodplain communities were distributed continuously from 
left to right along the first axis (Niemann and Landers 1974). 
Niemann and Landers (1974) interpreted that as a change from a 
xeric, open environment (the prairie opening community) to a 
very moist and protected environment (the floodplain 
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Figure 2 Detrended correspondence analysis (DCA) ordination 
of all sample stands based on sapling stem densities 
per species. The vectors point in the direction of 
maximum change of the specified site variables and 
axes. Only environmental variables with significant 
correlation (p<O.Ol) with the axes are shown. 
community). The variation we observed from Ouercus alba to 
Quercus rubra to Tilia americana, together with the slump 
forests also agreed with the vegetation types described by 
Johnson-Groh (1985). 
The attempt to quantify soil moisture by insolation in 
this study proved to be very effective. The radiation 
received by a horizontal plane in central Iowa was converted 
to that for a surface with a particular slope and aspect 
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without considering the shading effect of surrounding uplands. 
This was already sufficient to give strong correlations with 
the tree compositional gradients. The two species, Acer 
nigrum and Tilia americana, which were commonly found on more 
mesic slopes also were negatively correlated with insolation. 
Stronger correlations should be expected if a more accurate 
quantification of solar insolation was made. 
The vegetation patterns we observed in deciduous hardwood 
forests in Ledges State Park were influenced by soil 
conditions and factors that affected soil conditions. Annual 
insolation and soil organic matter, increasing in opposite 
directions, formed an environmental axis along which the tree 
vegetation ordinated. The vegetation composition shifted 
continuously from Quercus alba to increasing dominance of 
Quercus rubra to dominance of Tilia americana in the direction 
of decreasing solar insolation and increasing organic matter 
content. Because potential solar radiation, topographic 
position, and exposure strongly influence soil moisture 
regimes through water runoff and evapotranspiration (Jenny 
1980) and soil organic matter frequently correlates with soil 
moisture, the primary gradient along which the tree vegetation 
changed continuously was probably related to soil moisture. 
Soil pH and available K also correlated positively with the 
tree axis 1 score. 
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Similar results were found by other investigators. There 
was a trend of increasing soil pH, cations, phosphate, and 
organic matter along DCA axis 1 of successsional forest stands 
in northern lower Michigan (Roberts and Christensen 1988). 
Organic matter and pH also correlated positively with the 
primary axis of the ordination of upland forest communities in 
southern Wisconsin (Bray and Curtis 1957). The importance of 
pH in ours and these studies was probably due to its 
relationships with the exchange capacities of many cations 
that are important plant nutrients (Christensen and Peet 
1984) . 
Drury and Nisbet (1973) argued that the same processes 
that explained changes in the composition of plant communities 
through time should explain the spatial heterogenetiy of a 
community at any given time. Bray and Curtis (1957) found 
that the environmental variables related to the primary 
gradients in upland forest in southern Wisconsin probably 
represented the measured aspect of an increasingly mesic 
environment which accompanied the successional recovery of the 
forest from past disturbance. In our study, however, the 
primary gradient found was determined by soil conditions and 
topographical features. There was no evidence that indicated 
any kind of successional gradient. 
Correlations between the tree and the sapling vegetation 
layers and with site characteristics indicated that these two 
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strata responded differently to environmental conditions. 
Soil pH was the only variable that correlated with both 
strata. The correlations between the saplings and soil pH, 
available P and K suggests that their distribution was more 
sensitive to soil nutrient availability. 
Conflicting results had been found with respect to the 
patterns of correlation among vegetation strata and between 
vegetation and soil factors (e.g. Grigal and Arneman 1970, 
McCune and Antos 1981, Gagnon and Bradfield 1986, Roberts and 
Christensen 1988). The different communities in Ledges were 
in close proximity and graded into one another as aspect 
changed. The source of propagules probably did not vary a lot 
among plots. Unlike the tree stratum, the saplings were under 
closed canopies and probably did not respond to differences in 
insolation. This could partly explain the lack of correlation 
between the two strata, since solar insolation determined the 
distribution of the tree layer. 
In short, the species found in this study were consistent 
with those of the generally recognized oak-hickory and maple-
basswood communities in central Iowa. However, discrete 
communities did not exist and the dominant species changed 
continuously with topographic positions. The results also 
showed that such vegetation variation could be quantitatively 
shown to be related to potential solar radiation, which 
probably affected soil moisture conditions. The differences 
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ln annual insolation did not affect the sapling layer since 
the saplings were generally under closed canopy. The saplings 
were probably more sensitive to soil nutrient availability 
than the tree layer. 
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COMPARISONS OF QUADRAT AND TRANSECT SAMPLING METHODS 
OF WOODY SAPLINGS AND SHRUBS 
Introduction 
A paper to be sumitted to the 
Journal of the Iowa Academy of Science 
Eenam Sin 
Vegetation description often requires sampling units. By 
sampling part of the population, plant scientists wish to 
obtain an accurate representation of the entire population. 
The objective of this study was to compare the effectiveness 
of three sampling methods in estimating the woody sapling 
community structure with respect to species richness and stem 
density. 
Materials and Methods 
A total of 36 forest plots in Ledges State Park, Boone 
County, Iowa (1st paper) were surveyed. Each plot was 50 x 20 
m, or 0.1 ha, as in Whittaker (1973). The structure of the 
woody sapling community was sampled with respect to stem 
densities and species richness. All woody plants greater than 
10 em in height and with less than 3 em diameter at breast 
height (dbh) , or 1.4 ill, were sampled by three methods (Figure 
1). The first method included three 10 x 10 m quadrats 
20m 
Figure 1 
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Vegetation sampling plot diagram In Ledges State 
Park. 
centered regularly along the 50 m centerline. A two-meter 
wide transect was placed along the side of the centerline away 
from the most northwest corner of the 50 x 20 m plot. In 14 
of the plots, 1 m-wide transects were also placed at the same 
side as the 2 m-wide transect. In each of these quadrats, and 
in each of the transects, the woody plants were tallied to 
species and were grouped into four different height 
categories: 10-20 cm, 20-50 cm, 50-150 cm and, >150 cm but <3 
cm dbh. A multiple-stemmed plant was counted as a single 
stem. We combined Cornus spp., Crataegus spp., Fraxinus spp., 
Lonicera spp., Morus spp., Rhamnus spp., Ribes spp., Rosa 
spp., Rubus spp., Smilax spp. and Ulmus spp. into single-
genera categories due to the difficulty of accurately 
identifying some of the species in young stages. The stem 
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densities and species richness determined by the three methods 
were then compared. 
Results 
With a few exceptions, the 2 x 50 m and 1 X 50 m 
transects estimated total stem densities as well as the 
larger-area quadrats (Figure 2 & 3). However, the 2 x 50 m 
transects sampled, on average, only 64% of the species sampled 
by the quadrat method. The effectiveness of the 1 x 50 m 
transects was even lessi they encoutered only half as many 
species as did the 2 x 50 m transects and only 32% of those 
found with the quadrat method (Figure 4) . 
Discussion 
The quadrats covered a fairly large area and were very 
time-consuming to inventory, especially when saplings were 
abundant. The narrow and long transects covered less area and 
were less time-consuming. By avoiding the problem of 
clumping, they should also incorporate more within-plot 
heterogeneity. In this study, we found fewer species using 
the transect methods than using the quadrat method. However, 
the species not found by the transect had low abundances 
within the plot and therefore did not affect the estimate of 
the total stem densities. If a study only required the total 
sapling stem density and the densities of the common species, 
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Figure 2 Comparisons of woody sapling stem densities 
estimated for 36 plots in Ledges State Park by two 
different sampling units: three 10 x 10 m quadrats 
(Q) and 2 x 50 m transects (2m). The plants were 
grouped into four height categories: (b)10-20 em; 
(e)20-50 em; (d)50-150 em; and (e»150 em but <3 em 
diameter at height 1.4 m. (a) total (>10 em but <3 
em diameter at height 1.4 m). 
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Figure 3 Comparisons of woody sapling stem densities 
estimated for 14 plots in Ledges State Park by two 
different sampling units: three 10 X 10 m quadrats 
(Q) and 1 x SO m transects (1m). The plants were 
grouped into four height categories: (b)10-20 cm; 
(c)20-S0 cm; (d)SO-lS0 cm; and (e»lS0 cm but <3 cm 
diameter at height 1.4 m. (a) total (>10 cm but <3 
cm diameter at height 1.4 m) . 
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Average species richness per plot for different 
size classes estimated by both the quadrat and the 
transect methods in Ledges state Park. (a) three 10 
x 10 m quadrats (Q) vs. 2 x 50 m transects (2m), 
n=36 plots; (b) three 10 x 10 m quadrats vs. 1 x 50 
m transects (1m), n=14 plots; = standard 
deviation. 
aIm-wide transect should be sufficient. In a detailed 
floristic study that desired information on the species 
composition and individual species densities, we recommend two 
1 x 50 m transects spaced regularly along the 20 m line. The 
entire plot should then be searched for rare species that were 
not encountered. It would be better to separate the 2 m-wide 
transect into two 1 m-wide transect because the latter were 
easier to sample and, by doing so, more species will probably 
be found. The 10 x 10 m quadrats required too much time, and 
were not worth the effort for finding species of infrequent 
occurence. A lot of stems of commmon species had to be 
counted by using the quadrat method. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
This study was the first attempt to resurvey the 
permanent plots established by Johnson-Groh (1983) in 1981. 
The same vegetation sampling methods were used to allow direct 
comparisons. We also explored vegetation composition as 
related to environmental factors. The tree vegetation 
composition was found to be related to a gradient defined by 
annual insolation and organic matter content, which were 
negatively correlated. The sapling vegetation, on the other 
hand, was better correlated with soil nutrient availability. 
Finally, we tested three different sapling sampling 
techniques. This will allow a follow-up study an additional 
alternative. 
We found no substantial changes in the tree structure. 
The tree basal area, stem density and total species richness 
remained the same between 1981 and 1994/95. The sapling 
species composition changed, but the sapling stem density 
remained the same. There was an increased representation of 
tree-species saplings and a concommitant decrease in the non-
tree sapling densities in 1994/95. Different tests of 
convergence gave contradictory results. There was no evidence 
for convergence of the tree vegetation to either a monoclimax 
or a polyclimax. In contrast, the saplings exhibited 
directional change through time. However, the study period of 
13-14 years represented somewhere between 1/20 to 1/8 of the 
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potential life-span of the existing trees and was definitely 
not long enough to provide definitive answers. Even though 
the oak species remained dominant they were not reproducing 
themselves. Long-term monitoring of the permanent plot will 
be required for detailed analysis of individual species 
survival and growth and forest dynamics. 
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APPENDIX I 
COMPILED DATA OF WOODY VEGETATION 
The data on woody species was arranged by plots. 
There are three tables for each plot: 
1) tree species stem number and basal area in 1981 
and 1994/95 
1981(J-G) = compiled data from Johnson-Groh 
(1983, Appendix B) 
# = total number of stems 
B.A. = total basal area (cm2 /plot) 
2) sapling species stem densities (#/ha) In 1981 and 
1994/95 
sl, s2, s3 = the three 10 x 10 m quadrats 
3) 1995 sapling species stem densities (#/ha) in four 
height categories 
1: 10-20 cm 
2: 20-50 cm 
3: 50-150 cm 
4: >150 cm, <3 cm dbh 
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ACNE ::: Acer negundo ROPS = Robinia pseudocacia 
ACNI ::: Acer nigrum I\.OSP = Rosa spp. 
ACSI ::: Acanthopanax sieboldianus RUSP = Rubus spp. 
AMAR ::: Amelanchier arborea SACA = Sambus canadensis 
BETH ::: Berberis thunbergii SMHE = Smilax herbecea 
CACA ::: Carpinus caroliniana SMHI = Smilax hispida 
CACO ::: Carya cordiformis SMSP = Smilax spp. 
CAOV ::: Carya ovata STTR = Staphylea trifoliata 
CECA ::: Cercis canadensis SYOR = Symphoricarpus 
CEOC ::: Celtis occidentalis orbiculatus 
CESC ::: Celastrus scadens TIAM = Tilia americana 
COAL ::: Cornus alternifolia ULSP = Ulmus spp. 
COAM ::: Corylus americanum VBSP = Viburnum spp. 
CODR ::: Cornus drummondii VILE = Viburnum lentago 
CORU ::: Cornus rugosa VIRA = Viburnum 
COSP ::: Cornus spp. rafinesquianum 
COST ::: Cornus stolonifera VIRI = Vitis riparia 
CRSP ::: Crataegus spp. XAAM = Xanthoxylum 
DIPA ::: Dirca palustris americanum 
EUAT ::: Euonymous atropurpurea 
FRAM ::: Fraxinus americana 
FRNI = Fraxinus nigra 
FRPE = Fraxinus pennsylvanica 
FRSP = Fraxinus spp. 
GLTR = Gleditsia triacanthos 
GYDI ::: Gymnocladus dioica 
JUCI = Juglans cinerea 
JUNI = Juglans nigra 
JUVI = Juniperus virginiana 
LODI = Lonicera dioica 
LOSP = Lonicera spp. 
LOTA = Lonicera tartarica 
MOAL = Morus alba 
MORU = Morus rubra 
MOSP = Morus spp. 
OSVI = Ostray virginiana 
PAQU = Parthenocissus quenquefolia 
PHOP = Physocarpus opulifolius 
PRSE ::: Prunus serotina 
PRSP = Prunus spp. 
PRVI ::: Prunus virginiana 
PYCO ::: Pyrus communis 
QUAL = Quercus alba QUMA ::: Quercus macrocarpa 
QUMU ::: Quercus rubra 
QURU ::: Quercus rubra 
RHCA ::: Rhamnus cathartica 
RHGL = Rhus glabra 
RHRA ::: Rhus radicans 
RHSP ::: Rhamnus spp. 
RISP = Ribes spp. 
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Plot 1 
Trees 1981 lJ-Gl 1981 !revi5edl 1994 
... ~ _#- ~ ... ..J!:&.. .. " 
CADY 4 518 4 519 3 468 
FRAM 1 314 1 314 0 0 
OSVI 26 996 26 996 56 1400 
QUAL 47 27381 47 23793 31 23707 
QURU 11 7281 11 7285 5 5055 
TOTAL 89 32891 89 32907 95 30630 
Saplings( > 10em ht, < 3em dbh) 
1981 1994 
§.1 s2 s3 #/ha tl s2 53 #/ha 
ACNE 2 67 0 
AMAR 1 7 267 1 7 2 333 
CACO 2 67 2 3 200 
CAOV 0 33 
CEOC 0 1 67 
FRAM 47 100 81 7600 101 123 43 8900 
LOSP 0 6 233 
OSVI 40 34 85 5300 34 2 7 1433 
PRSE 2 2 133 0 
PRVI 3 100 0 
QUAL 0 3 6 1 333 
RIMO 3 133 6 3 333 
RUSP 2 67 0 
SMSP 0 1 33 
ULSP 0 1 2 133 
XAAM 1 33 0 
TOTAL 13767 12033 
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Plot 1 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 g ~ ! 1 g ~ ! 1 g ~ ! 1 g ~ ! #lha 
AMAR 1 7 1 1 1 100 
CACO 1 2 2 1 1 100 
CAOV 1 1 100 
CEOC 1 1 0 
FRSP 27 67 7 47 67 9 2 39 2 21 59 6 8600 
LOSP 6 1 2 200 
OSVI 1 5 5 23 1 1 3 4 2 2 4 800 
QUAL 3 6 1 8 800 
RISP 1 1 5 3 1 100 
SMSP 1 1 100 
ULSP 1 1 1 1 0 
TOTAL 10900 
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Plot 2 
Trees 1981 U-Gl 1981 (revised) 1995 
~ ~ - .....!b&. .. .....!b&. ~ " 
ACNI 7 662 7 662 5 1192 
AMAR 0 0 0 0 6 157 
CACA 9 105 9 105 1 13 
CAOV 3 293 3 293 4 578 
OSVI 64 1242 64 1242 101 3363 
QUAL 6 2099 6 2100 5 2232 
QURU 43 29242 43 29257 6 5313 
TIAM 11 1009 11 1010 5 668 
TOTAL 143 34651 143 34669 133 13515 
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Plot 2 
Saplings( > 10em ht, < 3em dbh) 
1981 1995 
tl s2 s3 #/ha tl 52 s3 #/ha 
ACNI 0 12 4 3 633 
AMAR 13 6 9 933 17 2 5 800 
CACA 0 4 133 
CACO 4 1 167 5 2 233 
CAOV 1 1 67 4 5 4 433 
CEOC 0 1 2 100 
CESC 0 4 133 
COAL 0 1 33 
COST 3 1 133 0 
EUAT 5 167 0 
CRSP 0 1 33 
FRAM 73 42 72 6233 99 71 131 10033 
GLTR 0 4 2 200 
JUNI 0 1 33 
JUVI 0 2 1 100 
LOSP 3 100 1 2 100 
MOSP 0 1 33 
OSVI 39 19 13 2367 15 5 44 2133 
PRSE 0 2 1 100 
QUAL 3 1 133 9 4 433 
QUMA 0 1 33 
QUMU 0 1 33 
QURU 0 3 28 8 1300 
RHRA 0 6 1 233 
RIMO 1 2 4 233 6 2 12 667 
ROMU 0 1 33 
ROSP 0 1 2 100 
RUSP 0 1 1 5 233 
SMHI 1 3 133 0 
SMSP 0 2 2 2 200 
TIAM' 2 3 167 4 1 3 267 
ULRU 2 67 0 
UlSP 0 19 10 5 1133 
VIRA 7 233 0 
VISP 0 4 3 233 
TOTAL 11133 20167 
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Plot 2 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1995 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 ~ ~ .4 1 ~ ~ .4 1 ~ ~ .4 1 ~ ~ .4 #lha ACNI 10 2 3 1 1 2 5 500 
AMAR 7 10 1 1 2 2 1 2 200 
CACA 3 1 1 1 200 
CACO 1 4 1 1 2 200 
CAOV 3 1 4 1 2 2 5 2 700 
CEOC 1 1 1 0 
CESC 4 3 300 
COAL 1 0 
COSP 2 200 
CRSP 1 1 100 
FRSP 20 63 16 25 37 9 31 79 21 28 45 13 8600 
GLTR 4 1 1 0 
JUNI 1 0 
JUVI 1 1 1 1 100 
LOSP 1 1 1 1 1 200 
MOSP 1 0 
OSVI 1 3 5 6 2 3 21 17 4 2 4 2 2 2 1000 
PRSE 1 1 1 1 100 
QUAL 8 1 4 2 200 
QUMA 1 0 
QUMU 1 1 100 
QURU 3 27 1 7 1 15 1500 
RHRA 1 5 1 2 200 
RISP 1 2 3 1 1 3 7 2 2 4 1 700 
ROMU 1 0 
ROSP 1 2 1 2 300 
RUSP 1 1 2 3 1 100 
SMSP 2 2 2 0 
TIAM 3 1 1 2 1 1 100 
ULSP 7 11 1 5 5 2 2 1 4 10 1400 
VISP 2 2 2 1 1 100 
TOTAL 17100 
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Plot 3 
Trees 1981 lJ-Gl 1981 (revised) 1995 
M ~ .. ~ ~ ~ 
--
ACNI 3 635 3 686 3 859 
AMAR 2 30 2 32 24 
CACA 0 0 0 0 15 
CACO 2 394 2 394 1 255 
CAOV 2 653 2 653 2 694 
FRAM 3 836 3 837 0 0 
FRNI 4 1624 4 1624 4 1961 
OSVI 33 1387 33 1386 25 1063 
QURU 7 8107 7 8372. 7 9467 
TIAM 26 16372 26 18121 20 17914 
ULRU 4 2395 4 2396 3 2530 
TOTAL 86 32433 86 34503 67 34780 
Saplings( > 10em ht, < 3cm dbh) 
1981 1995 
.21 s2 s3 #/ha .21 s2 s3 #/ha 
ACNE 1 33 0 
ACNI 0 10 4 1 500 
AMAR 19 56 2500 1 3 133 
CACO 8 7 6 700 9 15 12 1200 
CAOV 0 3 2 5 333 
CEOC 0 1 7 11 633 
COAL 1 33 0 
FRAM 157 78 102 11233 47 64 117 7600 
FRNI 0 48 44 25 3900 
JUNI 0 1 33 
OSVI 30 9 9 1600 3 11 2 533 
QUAL 0 1 33 
QURU 0 38 42 87 5567 
RHRA 0 1 67 
RIMO 1 33 1 4 167 
SMHI 1 33 0 
SMSP 0 5 200 
TIAM 5 167 1 33 
ULSP 0 3 18 26 1567 
VISP 0 3 2 150 5167 
TOTAL 16333 27667 
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Plot 3 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1995 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 ~ ~ ! 1 ~ ~ ! 1 6 ~ ! 1 6 ~ ! #/ha 
ACNI 10 4 1 6 600 
AMAR 1 3 2 200 
CACO 2 7 9 6 8 4 13 4 1700 
CAOV 3 2 5 4 1 500 
CEOC 1 4 2 1 2 8 1 3 300 
FRSP 20 24 3 25 32 7 58 44 15 25 27 2 5400 
FRNI 45 3 43 1 25 45 2 4700 
JUNI 1 1 100 
OSVI 2 1 5 5 1 2 6 5 1100 
QUAL 1 1 100 
QURU 35 3 36 6 45 41 1 92 3 9500 
RHRA 1 1 1 100 
RISP 1 4 1 100 
SMSP 1 1 4 2 1 300 
TIAM 1 0 
ULSP 3 17 1 26 5 1 600 
VISP 3 2 76 74 1 100 
TOTAL 25400 
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Plot 4 
Trees 1981 !JoG) 1981 {revisedl 1994 
~ 
..J2.L ..b.L ..J2.L 
-- -AMAR 7 129 7 129 11 222 
CACA 10 113 10 113 9 105 
CACO 1 214 1 214 1 301 
CAD V 3 219 3 219 2 179 
CODR 0 0 0 0 7 
FRAM 1 397 1 398 1 10 
OSVI 62 1174 62 1174 92 2435 
PRSE 0 0 0 0 1 14 
QUAL 19 5633 19 5635 14 5982 
QURU 27 19186 27 19196 18 14691 
TOTAL 130 27065 130 27078 150 23946 
Saplings( > 10em ht. < 3cm dbh) 
1981 1994 
II 52 s3 #/ha II 52 s3 #/ha 
AMAR 5 26 8 1300 2 3 3 267 
CACA 4 3 7 467 2 10 400 
CACO 10 2 400 10 5 3 600 
CAOV 0 3 3 3 300 
CEOC 0 4 133 
COSP 0 2 67 
COST 13 433 0 
FRAM 48 46 61 5167 39 64 73 5867 
OSVI 32 14 22 2267 13 17 16 1533 
PRVI 10 1 3 467 a 
QUAL 6 200 2 67 
QUMU 0 1 33 
QURU 0 5 3 3 367 
RIMO 3 5 2 333 3 3 15 700 
SMHI 1 1 67 a 
SMSP 0 3 100 
TIAM 5 2 2 300 33 
ULRU 10 4 3 567 a 
ULSP 0 7 5 4 533 
VISP 0 3 4 2 300 
XAAM 1 33 0 
TOTAL 12000 11300 
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Plot 4 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ #/ha 
AMAR 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 300 
CACA 1 1 2 5 1 2 1 7 2 1000 
CACO 2 7 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 4 500 
CAOV 3 2 1 3 1 100 
CEOC 4 2 2 400 
COSP 2 a 
FRSP 2 26 8 3 12 35 16 1 16 46 11 14 45 15 1 7500 
OSVI 7 6 8 4 4 1 2 5 9 6 3 4 8 2100 
QUAL 2 1 100 
QUMU 1 1 100 
QURU 2 3 2 1 2 1 6 3 900 
RISP 2 1 1 2 4 10 1 5 500 
SMSP 1 2 0 
TIAM 1 0 
ULSP 7 2 3 1 3 3 3 600 
VISP 3 1 3 1 1 2 200 
TOTAL 14300 
78 
Plot 5 
Trees 1981 U-Gl 1981 {revisedl 1995 
_#-
.Jh&.. 
-=- ..JtL 
~ 
.Jh&.. 
ACNI 6 3040 6 3042 3 524 
AMAR 0 0 0 0 2 70 
CACA 45 974 45 974 56 1129 
FRN! 0 0 0 0 1 1144 
OSVI 38 1257 38 1211 32 1543 
QURU 17 24513 17 24106 7 11016 
TIAM 16 10053 16 10058 12 10221 
TOTAL 122 39837 122 39390 113 25649 
Saplings( > 10em ht, < 3em dbh) 
1981 1995 
§l s2 s3 #/ha §l s2 s3 #/ha 
ACNE 1 33 0 
ACNI 1 1 1 100 0 
AMAR 2 67 1 1 67 
CACA 180 83 77 11333 63 107 151 10700 
CACO 1 10 1 400 2 4 2 267 
CAOV 0 4 5 300 
CEOC 0 1 33 
COAL 0 2 1 100 
COST 4 1 167 0 
OIPA 6 14 667 2 67 
FRAM 0 6 27 30 2100 
FRNI 0 99 144 12 8500 
FRSP 23 40 37 3333 0 
OSVI 2 35 7 1467 6 200 
PRSE 6 200 0 
QURU 0 4 1 1 200 
RHRA 0 1 33 
RIMa 9 7 533 2 11 5 600 
ULRU 7 3 333 0 
ULSP 0 10 5 533 
TOTAL 18633 23700 
79 
Plot 5 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1995 only) 
51 52 53 transect 
1 6 ~ 1 1 6 ~ 1 1 ~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~ 1 #/ha 
ACNI 1 100 
AMAR 1 1 0 
CACA 7 51 5 9 87 7 4 24 110 4 13 11 52 7 7000 
CACO 2 1 3 2 3 3 600 
CAOV 3 1 5 1 1 200 
CEOC 1 1 100 
COAL 2 1 1 100 
DIPA 1 1 1 100 
FRSP 2 4 4 11 10 2 7 20 2 1 2 11 8 2 2300 
FRNI 92 7 52 91 1 10 2 80 37 1 11800 
OSVI 1 3 2 0 
QURU 4 1 1 6 600 
RHRA 1 1 100 
RISP 1 1 4 7 5 1 1 200 
ULSP 1 3 6 1 5 2 3 1 600 
TOTAL 23800 
80 
Plot 6 
Trees 1981 P·Gl 1981 (revisedl 1994 
M 
.....!!.&.. * ~ ~ ~ 
ACNE 1 36 1 36 44 
CACO 9 147 9 147 11 455 
CEOC 44 2110 44 2111 41 4392 
FAAM 0 0 79 2032 97 5823 
FANI 0 0 0 0 5 783 
FAPE 79 2031 0 0 0 0 
JUCI 0 0 5 6637 1 2550 
JUNI 5 6634 0 0 0 0 
OSVI 6 598 6 599 12 1568 
ULAM 1 615 1 616 0 0 
VISP 0 0 2 71 67 
TOTAL 145 12171 147 12248 169 15638 
Saplings( > 10em ht. < 3em dbh) 
1981 1994 
tl 52 53 #/ha tl 52 s3 #/ha 
ACNE 1 33 5 167 
CACO 2 8 7 567 3 11 467 
CEOC 27 70 22 3967 5 1 1 233 
FAAM 0 3 9 2 467 
FRNI 0 1 3 133 
FRPE 25 16 17 1933 0 
LOSP 0 1 33 
OSVI 0 2 67 
QURU 0 1 33 
RIMO 17 36 1767 13 6 633 
AUSP 196 103 110 13633 1 3 4 267 
SMHI 2 67 0 
SMSP 0 8 2 5 500 
ULSP 0 3 5 4 400 
VISP 0 3 100 
TOTAL 21967 3500 
81 
Plot 6 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 g ~ ! 1 g ~ ! 1 g ~ ! 1 g ~ ! #lha 
ACNE 4 1 3 300 
CACO 3 4 7 6 600 
CEOC 5 1 1 1 2 1 400 
FRSP 1 2 8 1 1 1 1 100 
FRNI 1 2 1 1 1 200 
LOSP 1 0 
OSVI 2 0 
aURU 1 a 
RISP 2 11 6 6 600 
RUSP 1 2 1 4 1 100 
SMSP 4 4 1 1 2 3 2 3 500 
ULSP 3 3 2 2 2 6 8 1400 
VISP 3 1 1 200 
TOTAL 4400 
82 
Plot 7 
Trees 1981 !J-GI 1981 ! revised} 1994 
-.!1.- ~ _#- ~ ... ~ ,. 
AMAR 0 0 0 0 1 10 
CAOV 5 1981 5 1982 3 1699 
FRAM 4 1720 4 1721 5 2255 
LOTA 0 0 0 0 1 9 
OSVI 12 329 12 330 39 516 
QUAL 58 21767 57 21574 46 23064 
QUMA 0 0 1 552 1 615 
QURU , 572 , 573 0 0 
ULAM 0 0 0 0 3 290 
ULTH 3 225 3 200 0 0 
TOTAL 83 26595 83 26699 99 28457 
Saplings( > 10em ht, < 3cm dbh) 
1981 1994 
§1 s2 s3 #/ha §1 s2 s3 #/ha 
ACNI 0 7 5 400 
AMAR 1 5 200 4 3 6 433 
CACO 6 1 233 11 9 4 800 
CAOV 1 33 3 6 2 367 
CECA 0 1 33 
CEOC 0 49 32 17 3267 
COSP 0 1 67 
EUAT 0 2 67 
FRAM 1 42 22 2167 42 90 35 5567 
JUNI 0 33 
LOSP 0 4 133 
OSVI 158 190 115 15433 33 32 46 3700 
PRSE 1 2 100 4 3 233 
QUAL 0 7 2 300 
QUMU 0 1 33 
QURU 0 1 33 
RHRA 0 3 3 200 
RIMO 33 16 15 2133 8 16 16 1333 
RUSP 31 34 9 2467 1 33 
SMSP 0 1 33 
TIAM 1 2 2 167 0 
ULSP 0 26 24 15 2167 
VISP 0 4 4 300 
TOTAL 22933 19533 
83 
Plot 7 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 Z ~ 1 1 g ~ 1 1 g ~ 1 1 g ~ 1 #/ha ACNI 7 5 1 100 
AMAR 4 1 2 4 2 1 2 300 
CACO 7 4 4 5 1 2 1 7 1 800 
CAOV 3 5 1 2 4 400 
CEOC 33 15 1 13 19 13 4 21 11 3200 
CECA 1 0 
COSP 1 1 1 100 
EUAT 1 1 0 
FRSP 29 12 1 24 57 6 3 16 17 2 40 49 7 1 9700 
JUNI 1 1 100 
LOSP 4 0 
OSVI 5 13 4 11 16 11 5 1 8 6 31 4 10 7 14 3500 
PRSE 3 1 3 3 300 
QUAL 6 1 1 1 0 
QUMU 1 0 
QURU 1 a 
RHRA 1 2 1 2 2 4 600 
RISP 1 2 5 1 10 5 4 6 5 1 7 6 1 1400 
ROMU 1 100 
RUSP 1 a 
SMSP 1 1 1 200 
ULSP 13 13 18 6 14 1 14 3 1700 
VISP 3 1 2 2 1 3 3 600 
TOTAL 23100 
84 
Plot 8 
Trees 1981 (J-Gl 1981 (revisedl 1995 
-
~ 
--
~ ~ ~ 
AMAR 0 0 0 0 1 11 
CACO 3 1268 3 1269 2 1419 
CAOV 15 5921 15 5924 12 5346 
CEOC 16 1 16 3 48 
FRAM 11 6175 11 6178 6 4194 
FRNI 0 0 0 0 1 444 
JUNI 2 1782 2 1774 2 2195 
OSVI 52 3469 52 3471 72 2466 
QUAL 5 1868 5 1869 3 1048 
QURU 8 5752 8 5755 7 6675 
TOTAL 97 26252 97 26256 109 23846 
Saplings( > 10em ht. < 3em dbh) 
1981 1995 
§1 52 53 #/ha §1 52 s3 #/ha 
ACNE 1 33 0 
ACNI 0 3 100 
CACO 16 9 2 900 7 15 5 900 
CAOV 0 5 5 4 467 
CEOC 0 30 17 11 1933 
COSP 0 3 2 167 
EUAT 7 233 0 
FRAM 11 21 23 1833 64 36 36 4533 
FRNI 0 1 33 
JUNI 0 1 2 100 
LaSp 0 2 67 
OSVI 56 114 201 12367 29 26 78 4433 
PRSE 0 2 1 100 
QUAL 0 5 19 5 967 
QUMU 0 2 67 
QURU 0 151 39 44 7800 
RHCA 0 3 100 
RHRA 0 2 6 267 
RIMa 95 75 59 7633 27 24 19 2333 
Rasp 1 33 2 67 
RUSP 25 5 47 2567 1 33 
SMHI 1 2 100 0 
SMSP 0 9 5 12 867 
ULSP 0 76 80 52 6933 
VISP 0 3 2 167 
TOTAL 25700 32433 
85 
Plot 8 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1995 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 6 ~ .4 1 ~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~ .4 1 ~ ~ 1 #/ha 
ACNI 3 1 100 
AMAR 1 100 
CACO 5 2 14 1 3 2 8 2 1000 
CAOV 5 5 4 3 300 
'CEOC 16 14 10 6 1 8 3 5 6 1100 
COSP 1 2 2 0 
FRSP 43 18 3 29 7 30 6 26 10 3600 
FRNI 1 1 100 
JUNI 1 2 1 100 
LOSP 1 1 1 1 200 
OSVI 18 11 1 9 2 14 11 23 3 41 4 1 13 1800 
PRSE 2 1 0 
QUAL 5 18 1 5 9 900 
QUMU 2 1 100 
QURU 149 2 36 3 44 91 6 9700 
RHCA 2 1 0 
RHRA 2 1 5 a 
RISP 3 21 3 8 12 4 4 13 2 6 14 2 2200 
RaSP 1 1 0 
RUSP 1 1 100 
SMSP 3 6 3 2 5 7 4 2 600 
ULSP 60 16 61 19 38 14 16 10 2600 
VISP 3 1 1 0 
TOTAL 24600 
86 
Plot 9 
Trees 1981 (J-Gl 1981 (revised} 1994 
_#- ..JL&.. # ..JL&.. _#- ..JL&.. 
ACNI 5 111 5 111 5 1760 
CACO 0 0 0 0 2 164 
CAOV 5 3159 5 3160 4 2774 
CEOC 11 474 11 474 7 511 
FRAM 0 0 5 156 4 194 
FRSP 5 156 0 0 0 0 
MORU 0 0 0 0 2 48 
OSVI 90 2900 90 2940 81 3571 
QUAL 5 2492 5 2493 3 1283 
QUMA 1 615 1 616 1 1155 
QUMU 5 122 5 124 2 23 
QURU 30 11609 30 11615 28 13740 
TIAM 12 1086 12 818 10 791 
ULRU 11 159 11 159 13 323 
TOTAL 180 22883 180 22667 168 26569 
Plot 9 87 
Saplings(>10cm ht.<3cm dbh} 
1981 1994 
II 52 s3 #/ha II s2 s3 #/ha 
ACNI 0 2 3 167 
AMAR 9 1 333 4 133 
CACO 2 2 133 1 5 200 
CAOV 1 33 3 100 
CECA 0 5 167 
CEOC 10 23 23 1867 27 23 32 2733 
CESC 0 1 33 
CORU 0 3 100 
COSP 31 2 27 2000 4 1 20 833 
CRSP 2 67 1 33 
EUAT 4 133 1 33 
FRAM 27 3 1000 18 3 700 
FRNI 0 1 33 
JUCI 0 1 33 
LOSP 0 6 200 
MORU 0 2 67 
OSVI 50 11 34 3167 12 3 6 700 
PRSE 2 4 200 4 3 233 
QUMA 0 2 67 
QURU 3 100 1 3 133 
RHRA 0 1 33 
RIMO 25 29 60 3800 9 3 15 900 
RUSP 9 300 0 
SMHI 4 1 2 233 0 
SMSP 0 5 1 18 800 
TIAM 2 5 233 0 
ULRU 30 79 68 5900 0 
ULSP 0 6 4 4 467 
VISP 0 8 267 
XAAM 20 2 2 800 0 
TOTAL 20300 9167 
88 
Plot 9 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
51 52 53 transect 
1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ #lha ACNI 2 2 1 1 1 200 
AMAR 3 1 1 100 
CACO 1 4 1 1 100 
CAOV 3 1 100 
CECA 5 0 
CEOC 10 14 3 10 7 6 19 9 4 21 6 5 3200 
CESC 1 0 
CORU 1 1 1 0 
COSP 3 1 1 1 9 7 3 1 5 2 2 1000 
CRSP 1 1 100 
EUAT 1 0 
FRSP 5 7 5 1 3 3 1 400 
FRNI 1 1 100 
JUCI 1 0 
LOSP 6 5 500 
MORU 2 0 
OSVI 2 5 5 1 2 4 2 1 5 600 
PRSE 1 3 3 0 
QUMA 1 1 1 1 200 
QURU 1 3 0 
RHRA 1 1 100 
RISP 2 4 3 1 1 1 4 8 3 1 3 3 700 
SMSP 5 1 11 7 9 4 1300 
ULSP 3 3 4 2 2 2 200 
VISP 7 1 5 1 600 
TOTAL 9500 
89 
Plot 10 
Trees 1981 (J-G} 1981 (revised) 1994 
-'- ..1!.:.&.. _#- ~ -'- ~ ACNI 8 2275 8 2277 11 2693 
CAOV 4 1175 4 1175 2 1100 
CEOC 1 24 1 24 10 155 
FRAM 0 0 20 635 17 884 
FRSP 20 635 0 0 0 0 
OSVI 58 1391 58 1391 60 1613 
PRSE 2 15 2 15 0 0 
QUAL 17 12625 14 10445 12 11795 
QUMU 0 0 3 2186 3 2488 
QURU 12 5503 12 5505 12 5751 
RHCA 0 0 0 0 2 34 
TIAM 1 26 1 26 0 0 
ULAM 0 0 0 0 5 105 
TOTAL 123 23669 123 23681 134 26618 
Saplings( > 10em ht, < 3cm dbh) 
WU 1994 
II s2 53 #/ha tl s2 53 #/ha 
ACNI 1 33 0 
AMAR 8 6 7 700 t 33 
CACA 0 1 33 
CACO 4 3 233 1 6 233 
CAOV 1 33 2 3 167 
CEOC 10 36 35 2733 15 25 14 1833 
COSP 2 67 0 
EUAT 9 3 400 0 
FRAM 48 39 26 3767 54 48 20 4067 
OSVI 110 13 59 6067 10 12 16 
1257 
PRVI 4 7 14 833 
0 
QURU 2 57 2 100 
RHRA 0 1 
33 
RIMO 1 75 22 3267 1 31 7 
1300 
RUSP 2 1 5 300 
0 
SMHE 1 33 
0 
SMHI 5 6 1 400 
0 
SMSP 0 4 8 3 
500 
TIAM 5 200 
0 
ULRU 16 27 90 4433 
0 
ULSP 0 6 6 6 
600 
VISP 0 2 
67 
XAAM 1 6 233 
0 
TOTAL 23800 
10233 
90 
Plot 10 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 Z ~ ~ 1 Z ~ ~ 1 Z ~ ~ 1 Z ~ ~ #lha 
ACNI 1 100 
AMAR 1 1 1 200 
CACA 1 1 100 
CACO 1 3 3 1 100 
CAOV 1 1 3 1 100 
CEOC 5 4 3 3 6 12 8 6 6 1 1 6 9 4 1900 
FRSP 13 34 7 29 17 1 1 12 6 1 1 24 24 5 5300 
OSVI 1 3 6 7 4 1 5 10 1 7 6 1 1400 
QURU 2 1 0 
RHRA 1 1 100 
RISP 1 13 17 1 4 2 1 1 4 500 
SMSP 3 1 6 2 3 3 1 400 
ULSP 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 2 4 600 
VISP 2 0 
TOTAL 10800 
91 
Plot 11 
Trees 1981 IJ-Gl 1981 (revisedl 1994 
_#- ..JL&. _#- ..JL&. _#- ~ 
ACNI 19 4095 19 4097 21 5644 
CACA 8 0 0 0 0 
CACO 0 0 8 3697 6 3610 
CAOV 5 3909 5 3912 4 3997 
CEOC 1 18 18 0 0 
FRAM 1 2945 1 2946 1 3145 
OSVI 24 697 24 698 23 895 
QUAL 4 2048 3 1766 0 0 
QUMU 0 0 1 284 1 438 
QURU 4 7731 4 7735 3 6837 
TIAM 13 8139 13 8143 12 8176 
ULAM 0 0 0 0 11 
TOTAL 79 33278 79 33296 72 32752 
92 
Plot 11 
Saplings( > 10em ht. < 3em d~h) 
1981 1994 
II 52 53 #/ha .tl 52 s3 #/ha 
ACNI 14 10 18 1400 1 33 
CACA 0 1 33 
CACO 21 8 2 1033 2 9 3 467 
CAOV 0 3 2 2 233 
CEOC 5 9 2 533 7 5 400 
CESC 0 2 67 
COSP 0 2 67 
EUAT 7 2 300 0 
FRAM 0 6 9 500 
FRNI 0 3 5 1 300 
FRSP 25 28 26 2633 0 
MOSP 1 33 0 
OSVI 11 12 800 4 1 5 333 
PRVI 10 13 4 900 8 267 
QUAL 0 1 33 
QUMU 0 1 33 
QURU 5 167 1 33 
RHRA 5 167 1 2 100 
RIMO 15 14 967 1 4 9 467 
ROMU 0 1 33 
RUSP 7 2 300 2 5 1 267 
SMHI 5 1 200 0 
SMSP 0 2 1 100 
TIAM 1 33 0 
ULRU 2 4 3 300 0 
ULSP 0 2 5 233 
VISP 0 5 5 367 
TOTAL 9767 4367 
93 
Plot 11 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
s1 s2 53 transect 
1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ! #fha ACNI 1 1 1 200 
CACA 1 1 100 
CACO 1 1 7 2 3 10 1000 
CAOV 2 1 1 1 2 1 100 
CEOC 1 4 2 5 1 1 200 
CESC 2 2 200 
COSP 2 0 
FRSP 2 2 2 4 5 1 4 500 
FRNI 1 2 3 2 1 4 4 800 
OSVI 1 3 1 3 2 3 2 500 
PRVI 5 3 0 
QUAL 1 0 
QUMU 1 100 
QURU 1 a 
RHRA 1 2 1 100 
RISP 1 2 2 1 2 6 1 2 300 
ROMU 1 1 100 
RUSP 1 1 4 1 1 2 200 
SMSP 1 1 1 3 3 600 
ULSP 2 5 2 200 
VISP 2 3 5 1 6 3 900 
TOTAL 6100 
94 
Plot 12 
Trees 1981 {J-G) 1981 Irevisedl 1994 
_#- --ll... 
-=- ~ -1L- ..It&.. ACNI 14 2699 14 2701 13 2764 
AMAR 1 13 1 13 2 33 
CACA 11 111 11 111 8 111 
CACO 2 555 2 556 0 0 
CAOV 2 733 2 733 2 849 
FRAM 0 0 1 95 0 0 
FRNI 0 0 0 0 4 2814 
FRSP 95 0 0 0 0 
OSVI 49 952 49 951 47 1240 
QUAL 3 1726 3 3050 2 2615 
QURU 3 4089 3 4091 3 3843 
TIAM 18 15539 18 15547 17 12489 
TOTAL 104 26513 104 27847 98 26758 
Saplings( > 10em ht. < 3cm dbh) 
1981 1994 
.tl s2 s3 #fha .tl s2 s3 #/ha 
ACNE 24 11 5 1333 0 
ACNI 3 14 1 600 1 9 3 433 
AMAR 2 3 6 367 2 1 100 
CACA 46 3 1633 29 8 4 1367 
CACO 2 67 2 1 3 200 
CAOV 0 1 33 
CEOC 0 2 3 167 
CESC 0 1 33 
EUAT 1 33 0 
FRAM 0 11 7 25 1433 
FRNI 0 6 29 8 1433 
OSVI 37 14 9 2000 9 1 4 467 
PRSE 0 1 33 
PRVI 1 10 2 433 0 
QURU 33 2 3 1 200 
RHRA 0 3 100 
RIMO 6 4 8 600 2 2 3 233 
RUSP 7 233 3 100 
SMSP 0 8 1 2 367 
STTR 0 5 200 
TIAM 25 17 1400 0 
ULRU 3 2 35 1333 0 
ULSP 0 4 2 5 367 
VISP 0 2 1 2 167 
TOTAL 10067 7433 
95 
Plot 12 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 g ~ ~ 1 g ~ ~ 1 g ~ ~ 1 g ~ ~ #/ha 
ACNI 1 5 3 1 3 3 1 400 
AMAR 2 1 1 100 
CACA 4 16 9 6 2 2 2 7 10 1700 
CACO 1 1 1 2 1 2 200 
CAOV 1 2 200 
CEOC 1 1 3 1 100 
CESC 1 1 100 
COSP 1 100 
FRSP 5 5 1 2 3 2 2 7 11 5 4 5 2 1 1200 
FRNI 3 3 15 11 2 1 1 4 1 2 14 6 2 2 2400 
OSVI 4 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 SOD 
PRSE 1 0 
QURU 1 1 3 1 2 1 300 
RHRA 1 2 1 100 
RISP 2 2 3 a 
RUSP 1 2 1 1 200 
SMSP 3 5 1 1 1 3 300 
STTR 1 2 2 1 a 
ULSP 3 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 2 1 2 700 
VISP 2 1 1 1 1 1 200 
TOTAL 8800 
96 
Plot 14 
Trees 1981 IJ-Gl 1981 (revisedl 1995 
-=- ~ 
... 
.....!l:.&... # .....!l:.&... .. 
ACNI 11 2174 11 2175 6 1596 
AMAR 6 103 6 103 3 33 
CAOV 3 427 3 428 2 829 
FRAM 0 0 5 62 3 65 
FRSP 5 62 0 0 0 0 
OSVI 73 1480 73 1483 94 1929 
QUAL 15 6723 15 6727 9 5910 
QUMU 4 529 4 529 1 341 
QURU 21 18919 21 18906 12 15126 
TIAM 1 33 1 33 1 45 
ULAM 0 0 0 0 1 7 
ULRU 0 0 0 0 9 
TOTAL 139 30450 139 30445 133 25891 
Saplings( > 1 Oem ht, < 3cm dbh) 
1981 1995 
.tl s2 s3 #/ha §.1 s2 s3 #/ha 
ACNI 0 3 1 1 167 
AMAR 30 10 18 1933 11 9 14 1133 
CACA 1 33 9 300 
CACO 0 1 1 67 
CAOV 0 4 5 3 400 
CESC 0 1 33 
CRSP 1 33 2 67 
FRAM 30 7 4 1367 20 36 17 2433 
LOSP 6 3 300 0 
OSVI 29 25 50 3467 9 33 32 2467 
PRSE 6 2 3 367 1 1 67 
QUAL 0 1 33 
QUMU 0 1 33 
QURU 2 1 1 133 3 133 
RHRA 0 2 67 
RlMO 14 6 3 167 10 3 3 533 
ROSP 0 1 33 
RUSP 2 3 167 0 
TIAM 5 11 533 2 2 133 
ULRU 14 5 26 1500 0 
ULSP 0 6 3 10 633 
VIRA 2 2 133 0 
VISP 0 1 33 
XAAM 2 2 133 0 
TOTAL 10867 8767 
97 
Plot 14 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1995 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 6 ~ ! 1 6 ~ ! 1 6 ~ ! 1 6 ~ ! #/ha 
ACNI 3 1 1 3 300 
AMAR 6 3 2 6 3 8 6 7 4 2 1300 
CACA 4 5 2 2 1 500 
CACO 1 1 1 100 
CAOV 4 5 3 2 1 300 
CESC 1 0 
COAL 1 100 
CRSP 1 1 0 
FRSP 7 11 1 1 24 12 12 5 8 8 1 1700 
OSVI 1 8 25 3 5 11 9 1 11 5 2 7 1400 
PRSE 1 1 1 100 
QUAL 1 1 100 
QUMU 1 1 100 
QURU 1 3 0 
RHRA 2 0 
RISP 8 2 2 1 1 2 1 3 400 
ROSP 1 0 
TIAM 2 2 0 
ULSP 5 1 3 7 3 4 1 500 
VISP 1 1 100 
TOTAL 7000 
98 
Plot 15 
Trees 1981 (J-Gl 1981 (revised) 1995 
~ ~ ... ~ ... ~ .. _ .. -
ACNI 8 1 8 2 23 
AMAR 18 1 18 1 23 
CACA 1 8 1 8 0 0 
CAOV 5 521 5 522 5 585 
CEOC 0 0 0 0 1 14 
FRAM 3 101 3 101 2 49 
JUCI 7 1 7 0 0 
OSVI 74 2797 74 2799 66 2122 
QUAL 24 8536 24 8541 17 8048 
QUMU 6 1606 6 1607 0 0 
QURU 16 13182 16 13189 11 11902 
TIAM 1 20 1 20 1 34 
ULRU 0 0 0 0 2 25 
TOTAL 133 26806 133 26820 108 22825 
Saplings{ > 10em ht, < 3em dbh) 
1981 1995 
tl s2 s3 #/ha tl s2 s3 #/ha 
ACNI 8 5 3 533 3 2 5 333 
AMAR 3 36 9 1600 1 8 9 600 
CACO 4 133 1 1 67 
CAOV 0 3 2 3 267 
CEOC 2 67 3 1 133 
COST 1 2 100 0 
CRSP 0 1 3 133 
FRAM 18 32 39 2967 21 24 25 2333 
FRNI 0 2 67 
JUVI 1 33 0 
OSVI 52 58 35 4833 8 5 29 1400 
PRSE 5 167 1 3 133 
QURU 3 3 2 267 1 2 2 167 
RHRA 17 5 733 0 
RHSP 1 1 1 100 0 
RIMO 11 2 1 467 6 1 4 367 
ROSP 0 2 67 
RUSP 14 467 0 
SMHI 2 3 167 0 
SMSP 0 2 67 
TIAM 5 14 6 833 0 
ULSP 7 15 22 1467 3 3 7 433 
XAAM 4 1 167 1 33 
TOTAL 15100 6600 
99 
Plot 15 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1995 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 ~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~ 1 #/ha 
ACNI 1 2 1 1 5 a 
AMAR 1 3 2 3 4 4 1 1 1 200 
CACO 1 1 2 200 
CAOV 3 2 2 1 4 400 
. 
CEOC 3 1 2 200 
CRSP 1 3 1 1 200 
FRSP 14 7 5 17 2 6 19 11 11 1 2300 
FRNI 2 1 100 
OSVI 2 6 5 19 2 8 11 2 4 1700 
PRSE 1 3 1 100 
QURU 1 2 2 2 200 
RISP 2 1 3 1 3 1 3 3 600 
ROSP 2 1 100 
SMSP 2 1 100 
ULSP 2 1 3 7 5 500 
XAAM 1 1 100 
TOTAL 7000 
100 
Plot 16 
Trees 1981 !J-G} 1981 (revised) 1994 
---11- ..JL&.. M ..JL&.. ~ ~ 
--
ACNI 9 4335 9 4337 15 3585 
CACA 39 532 39 532 45 715 
CACO 3 1850 3 1851 7 4670 
CAOV 3 1803 3 1804 0 0 
FRAM 0 0 1 1046 1 1196 
FRNI 9 4381 9 4383 6 3881 
FRPE 1046 0 0 0 0 
JUNI 1 1385 1 1385 1 1664 
OSVI 19 1481 19 1482 8 566 
PRSE 3 332 3 332 0 0 
QUAL 3 2665 3 2667 3 3020 
QURU 2 4331 2 4333 2 4774 
TIAM 17 4414 17 4417 12 5756 
ULAM 0 0 0 0 3 420 
TOTAL 109 28553 109 28568 103 30247 
Saplings( > 10em ht, < 3em dbh) 
1981 1995 
tl s2 s3 #/ha tl s2 s3 #/ha 
ACNI 30 50 2 2733 9 18 900 
AMAR 3 100 2 67 
CACA 47 85 53 6167 88 64 73 7500 
CACO 2 1 100 3 1 133 
CAOV 0 9 2 2 433 
CEOC 14 1 500 1 33 
COAL 1 12 433 0 
COAM 26 867 0 
COSP 1 3 133 1 33 
FRAM 50 36 42 4267 18 32 11 2033 
FRNI 1 1 67 9 77 29 3833 
OSVI 5 4 300 1 1 67 
PRVI 4 1 167 2 67 
QUAL 0 10 333 
RHRA 2 67 1 33 
RISP 11 3 1 500 0 
SMHI 2 67 0 
TIAM 3 3 200 0 
TOTAL 16667 15467 
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Plot 16 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1995 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 ~ ~ 4 1 ~ ~ 4 1 ~ ~ 4 1 ~ ~ 4 #/ha 
ACNI 3 6 8 10 7 5 1200 
AMAR 1 1 0 
CACA 33 50 5 31 24 1 8 30 38 5 37 44 6 8700 
CACO 3 1 2 200 
CAOV 9 2 1 1 4 400 
CEOC 1 0 
COSP 1 1 100 
FRSP 7 11 24 8 4 6 1 18 8 2600 
FRNI 9 73 4 24 5 52 1 5300 
OSVI 1 1 0 
PRVI 1 1 0 
QUAL 10 0 
RHRA 1 0 
TOTAL 18500 
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Plot 17 
Trees 1981 U-G} 1981 (revisedl 1994 
.. ~ 
-=- ~ 
.. 
..J!:A:.... 
-"-
~ 
ACNI 37 2292 37 2294 35 2409 
CACA 5 68 5 68 9 211 
CACO 0 0 0 0 12 
CAOV 3 73 3 73 1 134 
CEOC 3 142 3 142 1 11 
COAL 2 25 2 25 0 0 
FRAM 9 770 9 770 3 923 
OSVI 50 3548 50 3550 5 352 
QUAL 12 5502 12 5505 21 1090 
QURU 10 11174 10 11180 10 11700 
ROPS 0 0 0 0 8 380 
TIAM 7 1564 7 1565 2 702 
TOTAL 138 25158 138 25171 106 26843 
103 
Plot 17 
Saplings( > 10em ht. < 3cm dbhl 
1981 1994 
§.1 s2 s3 #/ha §.1 s2 s3 #/ha 
ACNI 6 7 2 500 4 5 300 
AMAR 5 167 2 6 267 
CACA 69 7 2533 5 47 1733 
CACO 1 1 3 167 9 6 10 833 
CAOV 2 67 2 1 100. 
CEOC a 9 2 5 533 
CESC 0 3 100 
COAL 4 133 a 
COAM 1 33 12 400 
COSP 1 1 67 1 33 
FRAM 0 13 20 90 4100 
FRNI a 3 7 7 567 
FRPE 75 45 30 5000 a 
GLTR 0 1 33 
LODI 0 1 33 
LOSP 1 33 0 
OSVI 3 7 12 733 46 1 1567 
PRSE 0 3 5 267 
PRVI 6 200 1 33 
QUAL 0 12 400 
QURU a 7 2 8 567 
RIMO 8 267 1 2 100 
ROPS a 5 4 300 
SMSP 0 3 2 167 
TIAM 12 5 2 633 3 11 467 
ULRU 5 1 12 600 a 
ULSP a 12 5 6 767 
VIRA 10 2 1 433 1 33 
VISP 0 1 33 
TOTAL 11567 13733 
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Plot 17 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
s1 s2 s3 
1 6 ~ 5- 1 6 ~ 5- 1 6 ~ 1 
ACNI 1 3 1 4 
AMAR 1 1 4 2 
CACA 1 4 1 33 8 5 
CACO 6 3 6 5 4 1 
CAOV 1 1 1 
eEOC 3 6 1 1 2 2 1 
eESe 3 
eOAM 2 10 
eosp 1 
FRSP 3 5 5 7 12 1 10 43 29 8 
FRNI 3 1 3 1 2 2 2 3 
GLTR 1 
LOol 1 
OSVI 3 31 7 5 1 
PRSE 2 1 4 1 
PRVI 1 
QUAL 12 
QURU 6 1 1 1 7 1 
RISP 1 2 
ROPS 3 2 4 
SMSP 1 2 2 
TIAM 2 1 2 9 
ULSP 5 6 1 5 6 
VIRA 1 
VISP 1 
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Plot 18 
Trees 1981 !J-G) 1981 (revisedl 1994 
_#- ...M:... _#- ...M:... .. ...M:... ~ 
ACNI 12 1367 12 1368 12 2463 
AMAR 21 466 21 466 18 426 
CACA 16 198 16 198 20 257 
CACO 0 0 0 0 2 33 
CAOV 3 43 3 43 0 0 
FRAM 9 471 9 471 1 466 
FRNI 0 0 0 0 12 262 
OSVI 76 3238 76 3231 81 3730 
QUAL 7 5427 5 4917 3 4168 
QUMA 0 0 2 512 2 793 
QUMU 9 2753 9 2755 9 3602 
QURU 4 1895 4 1896 5 2290 
TIAM 1 13 13 52 
TOTAL 158 15869 158 15554 166 18539 
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Plot 18 
Saplings( > 10em ht, < 3em dbh) 
1981 1994 
tl s2 s3 #/ha tl s2 s3 #/ha 
ACNI 7 5 1 433 2 27 7 1200 
AMAR 8 2 10 667 26 5 44 2500 
CACA 17 2 633 13 11 197 7367 
CACO 0 8 1 1 333 
CAOV 3 2 2 233 1 4 167 
CEOC 0 1 33 
CESC 0 11 4 500 
COAL 1 33 2 67 
COAM 0 2 1 100 
CORU 0 33 3 1200 
COSP 0 2 21 2 833 
COST 9 61 16 2867 0 
CRSP 0 1 1 67 
FRAM 0 20 10 30 2000 
FRNI 0 6 37 3 1533 
FRSP 10 13 19 1400 0 
JUVI 2 1 1 133 0 
LODI 0 2 1 2 167 
LOSP 14 2 24 1333 0 
OSVI 79 22 106 6900 99 2 21 4067 
PRVI 32 13 9 1800 9 17 867 
QUAL 3 100 2 67 
QUMA 0 1 1 67 
QUMU 0 1 35 1200 
QURU 7 8 500 5 25 24 1800 
RHRA 9 1 333 0 
RIMO 1 5 3 300 3 9 2 467 
ROPS 0 7 233 
ROSP 7 233 0 
SMHI 9 1 333 0 
SMSP 0 1 10 367 
TIAM 5 167 2 4 2 267 
ULSP 0 6 12 4 733 
VIRA 119 104 29 8400 5 53 34 3067 
VISP 0 1 2 100 
TOTAL 26800 31367 
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Plot 18 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
51 s2 s3 
1 l ~ ~ 1 Z ~ ~ 1 Z ~ ~ ACNI 2 9 16 1 1 1 5 1 
AMAR 3 9 4 10 2 2 1 1 16 13 14 
CACA 3 5 2 3 2 5 3 1 9124 50 14 
CACO 3 4 1 1 1 
CAOV 1 1 3 
CEOC 1 
CESC 5 6 2 2 
COAL 2 
COAM 1 1 1 
CORU 1 17 11 4 3 
COSP 1 1 2 18 1 1 
CRSP 1 1 
FRSP 14 5 1 5 4 1 1 12 14 3 
FRNI 3 3 1 9 10 17 1 1 
LODI 2 1 2 
OSVI 7 41 31 20 2 5 10 6 
PRVI 2 6 1 1 12 4 
QUAL 1 1 
QUMA 1 1 
QUMU 1 13 18 3 1 
QURU 1 3 1 3 17 4 1 3 18 3 
RISP 1 1 1 7 2 2 
ROPS 1 6 
SMSP 1 10 
TIAM 2 2 1 1 1 1 
ULSP 2 3 1 3 8 1 1 3 
VIRA 2 3 12 29 10 2 4 22 5 3 
VISP 1 1 1 
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Plot 25 
Trees 1981 !J-Gl 1981 (revisedl 1994 
.......!L.. ~ 
--
~ 
--
~ 
CAOV 3 773 3 774 2 589 
CEOC 3 21 3 21 2 26 
FRAM 0 0 24 345 15 340 
FRSP 24 347 0 0 0 0 
OSVI 69 1641 69 1642 75 1797 
PRSE 0 0 0 0 1 28 
QUAL 28 20223 28 20233 27 23257 
ULRU 0 0 0 0 5 86 
TOTAL 127 23004 127 23015 127 26123 
Saplings{ > 10em ht, < 3em dbh) 
1981 1995 
.tl s2 53 #/ha tl 52 53 #/ha 
ACNI 7 2 300 2 3 1 200 
ACSI 1 33 0 
AMAR 6 2 267 1 1 67 
CACa 2 67 1 5 3 300 
CAOV 0 1 1 2 133 
CEOC 22 34 1 1900 20 41 39 3333 
CaDR 1 2 100 0 
COSP 0 2 67 
FRAM 29 49 27 3500 19 45 38 3400 
GLTR 0 4 133 
LaSp 0 2 67 
LaTA 4 133 0 
OSVI 10 19 10 1300 2 8 7 567 
PRSE 14 4 10 933 2 1 5 267 
PRVI 0 1 33 
QUAL 1 3 1 167 133 112 70 10500 
QURU 7 233 5 16 3 800 
RIMa 4 76 163 8100 2 26 35 2100 
RUSP 30 24 3 1900 0 
SMHI 4 1 2 233 0 
SMSP 0 6 8 5 633 
TIAM 21 17 5 1433 2 5 3 333 
UlRU 61 31 34 4200 0 
ULSP 0 1 8 14 767 
XAAM 7 3 7 567 0 
TOTAL 25367 23700 
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Plot 25 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1995 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ #lha 
ACNI 2 3 1 3 300 
AMAR 1 1 0 
CACO 1 4 1 3 2 2 400 
CAOV 1 1 2 0 
CEOC 4 5 1 10 20 16 1 4 21 18 12 11 2 3 2800 
COSP 1 1 1 1 200 
FRS? 4 9 5 1 33 10 1 1 19 12 7 33 10 1 4 4800 
GLTR 4 0 
LOSP 2 a 
OSVI 2 4 1 3 1 6 1 1 4 600 
PRSE 2 1 3 2 3 300 
PRVI 1 1 2 300 
QUAL 133 112 69 1 196 19600 
QURU 5 16 2 1 7 700 
RISP 2 6 12 8 11 10 14 10 7 2 1900 
SMSP 1 4 1 6 2 5 7 3 1000 
TIAM 1 1 5 1 1 1 4 400 
ULSP 1 7 1 1 11 2 3 3 1 700 
TOTAL 34000 
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Plot 26 
Trees 1981 (J-G} 1981 (revised) 1994 
-1L. -!!L .. -!!L t -!!L ,. 
ACNI 89 4082 89 4084 71 5454 
AMAR 8 1 8 0 0 
CAOV 1 201 1 201 1 193 
FRAM 0 0 13 655 6 637 
FRSP 13 654 0 0 0 0 
OSVI 17 352 17 352 11 213 
QUAL 2 1560 2 1561 2 2587 
QUMU 5 1495 5 1496 4 . 1340 
QURU 20 20146 20 20156 13 14164 
TIAM 4 204 4 204 3 174 
ULRU 0 0 0 0 718 
TOTAL 152 28703 152 28718 112 25480 
Saplings( > 10em ht, < 3em dbh) 
1981 1995 
II s2 s3 #/ha II s2 s3 #/ha 
ACNE 0 1 33 
ACNI 7 13 9 967 6 3 2 367 
AMAR 9 4 433 5 1 200 
CACO 2 67 1 4 167 
CAOV 1 33 2 4 4 333 
CEOC 3 2 167 2 1 100 
CRSP 1 33 0 
FRAM 0 24 27 48 3300 
FRSP 19 32 42 3100 a 
JUVI 0 1 2 100 
LODI 2 67 0 
OSVI 4 2 10 533 6 1 11 600 
PRVI 117 2 24 4767 114 35 4967 
QUMA 0 1 33 
QUMU 0 1 1 67 
QURU 0 3 10 21 1133 
RHCA 0 1 2 100 
RHRA 0 2 3 167 
RIMO 1 1 67 5 2 233 
SMHI 4 133 0 
SMSP 0 1 5 6 400 
TIAM 0 2 2 133 
ULRU 32 11 1433 0 
ULSP 0 1 2 100 
VIRA 3 2 167 1 3 133 
TOTAL 11967 12667 
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Plot 26 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1995 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 .6 ;! ~ 1 .6 ;! ~ 1 .6 ;! ~ 1 .6 ;! ~ #lha ACNE 1 0 
ACNI 4 2 2 1 2 2 200 
AMAR 2 3 1 1 100 
CACO 1 3 1 1 100 
CAOV 2 2 2 2 2 2 200 
CEOC 1 1 1 2 1 300 
COSP 2 200 
FRSP 9 9 6 5 12 10 15 20 10 3 8 19 8 3500 
FRNI 0 
JUVI 1 2 1 100 
OSVI 5 1 1 7 3 1 2 1 1 400 
PRVI 6 80 28 10 24 1 4 6 1 1100 
QUMA 1 0 
QUMU 1 1 0 
QURU 2 1 1 9 13 7 1 3 3 600 
RHCA 1 2 1 100 
RHRA 2 3 1 100 
RISP 1 3 1 2 1 1 200 
SMSP 1 1 4 2 3 1 4 1 1 600 
TIAM 2 2 1 1 200 
ULSP 1 1 1 0 
VIRA 1 2 1 0 
VISP 3 300 
TOTAL 8300 
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Plot 27 
Trees 1981 !J-Gl 1981 {revisedl 1994 
_#- .JU:.:... 1: .JU:.:... .. .JU:.:... ... 
ACNI 4 76 4 76 6 148 
CACA 2 17 2 17 0 0 
CACO 5 2044 5 2046 2 1062 
CAOV 10 5662 10 5665 10 6467 
CEOC 1 38 1 38 2 106 
CRSP 1 24 1 24 2 36 
FRAM 7 137 7 137 14 287 
FRNI 1 38 1 38 0 0 
OSVI 60 1453 60 1474 57 1541 
PRSE 1 13 13 0 0 
QUAL 7 7675 7 7679 6 5045 
QUMU 2 1856 2 1857 2 2103 
QURU 3 1892 3 1893 2 1966 
TIAM 6 2343 6 2344 6 2457 
ULAM 0 0 0 0 3 824 
ULRU 0 0 0 0 2 3496 
ULTH 2 738 2 738 0 0 
TOTAL 112 24008 112 24041 114 25537 
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Plot 27 
Saplings( > 10em ht, < 3em dbh) 
1981 1995 
II 52 53 #/ha .tl 52 53 #/ha 
ACNI 4 3 8 500 0 
CACA 7 233 3 1 133 
CACO 5 4 300 4 5 1 333 
CAOV 0 2 1 4 233 
CEOC 4 7 4 500 1 7 6 467 
COAM 4 21 1 867 0 
CODR 15 9 800 0 
COSP 0 1 33 
CRSP 2 1 3 200 0 
EUAT 1 33 0 
FRAM 0 11 10 8 967 
FRNI 0 2 67 
GLTR 0 33 
OSVI 4 18 24 1533 2 12 4 600 
PRSE 6 5 367 1 33 
QUAL 1 33 32 10 2 1467 
QUMU 2 67 0 
QURU 2 67 7 1 2 333 
RHRA 68 48 3867 1 33 
RIMO 1 20 700 6 200 
RUSP 4 6 20 1000 0 
SMHI 5 167 0 
SMSP 0 2 12 9 767 
ULRU 88 4 7 3300 0 
ULSP 0 2 100 
VILE 1 1 67 0 
VISP 0 1 33 
TOTAL 14600 5833 
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Plot 27 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1995 only) 
51 52 53 transect 
1 ~ ~ ! 1 g ~ ! 1 ~ ~ ! 1 g ~ ! #/ha 
CACA 1 2 1 0 
CACO 4 5 1 4 1 500 
CAOV 2 1 3 1 3 300 
CEOC 1 3 4 3 2 5 3 800 
COSP 1 0 
FRSP 6 1 1 3 8 1 8 8 4 1300 
FRNI 1 1 0 
GLTR 1 0 
OSVI 2 9 3 2 2 3 3 600 
PRSE 1 1 100 
QUAL 32 10 2 7 700 
QURU 6 1 1 2 4 1 500 
RHRA 1 1 100 
RISP 4 2 0 
ROSP 1 100 
SMSP 2 7 5 7 2 5 1 600 
ULSP 1 1 1 0 
VISP 1 0 
TOTAL 5600 
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Plot 28 
Trees 1981 P-Gl 1981 !revi5edl 1994 
_#- .....!2.:A... -11..- ...!L&.. _#- ...!L&.. 
ACNI 6 147 6 147 10 298 
CACO 6 2159 6 2160 4 2146 
CAOV 3 383 3 383 0 0 
CEOC 17 1676 17 1666 26 2933 
FRAM 0 0 4 32 8 120 
FRSP 4 32 0 0 0 0 
JUNI 4 3110 4 3001 4 3770 
OSVI 6 197 6 197 9 217 
aUMU 31 13819 31 13826 18 9868 
aURU 1 868 1 868 1 1123 
TIAM 13 1007 13 1007 10 972 
ULAM 0 0 0 0 7 953 
ULRU 10 2645 10 2646 2 1606 
TOTAL 101 26041 101 25933 99 24006 
Saplings( > 1 Oem ht. <3em dbh) 
1981 1995 
II 52 53 #/ha II 52 s3 #/ha 
ACNI 3 4 233 8 267 
CACO 1 7 33 1367 1 6 3 333 
CEOC 11 16 17 1467 4 6 8 600 
COAM 1 10 367 0 
CORU 3 20 767 0 
FRAM 0 4 1 9 467 
FRSP 13 27 31 2367 0 
OSVI 3 100 2 67 
PRSP 1 1 5 233 0 
QUMU 2 1 14 567 3 2 1 200 
QURU 1 2 3 200 1 3 8 400 
RHRA 2 40 1400 33 
RIMO 0 1 33 
RUSP 5 167 0 
SMHI 14 22 25 2033 0 
SMSP 0 4 15 12 1033 
TIAM 7 2 12 700 0 
ULRU 1 33 0 
XAAM 2 1 100 0 
TOTAL 12100 3433 
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Plot 28 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1995 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 ~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~ 1 #lha 
ACNI 8 7 700 
CACO 1 5 1 2 1 4 2 600 
CAOV 1 100 
CEOC 1 2 1 1 5 2 6 1 5 600 
FRSP 2 1 1 1 7 2 3 300 
OSVI 2 1 100 
QUMU 3 2 1 1 100 
QURU 1 3 8 3 300 
RHRA 1 0 
RISP 1 0 
SMSP 2 2 8 6 1 7 5 12 6 1800 
TOTAL 4600 
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Plot 29 
Trees 1981 (J-Gl 1981 !revised) 1994 
.. 2.:A... ---1L- ~ M ~ .. 
ACNI 1 363 1 363 448 
CACO 9 1466 9 1467 4 1705 
CAOV 1 38 1 38 1 38 
CEOC 0 0 0 0 2 22 
FRAM 0 0 20 3198 13 3590 
FRNI 5 2119 5 2120 4 2459 
FRSP 20 3197 0 0 0 0 
OSVI 122 3510 122 3510 103 3833 
PRSE 3 546 3 546 0 0 
QUAL 5 1870 5 1871 5 1482 
QUMA 2 236 2 237 0 0 
QURU 8 . 9762 8 9767 7 11469 
TIAM 9 2760 9 4084 8 5030 
ULRU 2 654 2 654 0 0 
TOTAL 187 26521 187 27855 148 30076 
Saplings(>10cm ht,<3cm dbh) 
1981 1995 
tl s2 s3 #/ha tl s2 s3 #/ha 
CACO 0 11 2 433 
CAOV 1 33 2 2 3 233 
CEOC 1 1 67 3 1 133 
CORU 1 33 0 
CRSP 1 33 0 
FRAM 0 37 17 21 2500 
FRNI 0 6 7 2 500 
FRSP 21 47 30 3267 0 
OSVI 30 28 29 2900 1 5 6 400 
PRSP 1 33 0 
QUAL 0 17 4 700 
. QURU 0 13 268 66 11567 
RHRA 1 33 1 100 
RIMO 13 8 13 1133 0 
RUSP 1 33 0 
SMHI 1 33 0 
SMSP 0 3 2 3 267 
TIAM 1 5 200 0 
ULSP , 33 2 14 5 700 
XAAM 1 33 0 
TOTAL 7867 17533 
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Plot 29 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1995 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 6 ~ 1 1 6 ~ 1 1 6 ~ 1 1 6 ~ 1 #lha 
CACO 11 2 7 700 
CAOV 2 2 3 2 200 
CEOC 3 1 2 200 
FRSP 37 17 16 5 23 2300 
FRNI 6 7 2 6 600 
LOSP 1 100 
OSVI 1 5 2 2 2 3 1 1 500 
QUAL 17 1 3 21 2100 
QURU 13 268 60 5 1 116 1 11700 
RHRA 1 1 1 0 
SMSP 3 2 2 1 5 500 
TIAM 1 100 
ULSP 2 14 4 1 6 600 
TOTAL 19600 
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Plot 30 
Trees 1981 lJ-G} 1981 {revisedl 1994 
...-L- .....!h6.:.. '" .....!h6.:.. _#- .....!h6.:.. " 
ACNI 20 1742 20 1743 16 2073 
AMAR 2 31 2 28 1 32 
CACA 8 80 8 80 5 88 
CACO 1 683 1 683 1 780 
CAOV 9 3049 9 3051 9 3818 
CEOC 0 0 0 0 2 30 
FRAM 0 0 4 52 6 101 
FRNI 4 1426 4 1427 2 788 
FRSP 4 52 0 0 0 0 
JUNI 2 1456 2 1457 2 1970 
OSVI 35 1149 35 1150 24 1061 
QUAL 3 3779 3 3781 3 4456 
QURU 4 4632 4 4635 4 5729 
TIAM 4 712 4 713 2 883 
ULAM 0 0 0 0 2 532 
ULRU 2 462 2 462 0 0 
TOTAL 98 19254 98 19261 79 22342 
Saplings( > 10em ht, < 3cm dbh) 
1981 1995 
tl 52 s3 #/ha tl 52 53 #/ha 
ACNI 9 2 367 1 1 67 
AMAR 6 200 0 
CACA 37 2 1300 7 12 3 733 
CACO 2 67 1 33 
CAOV 0 3 1 1 167 
CEOC 5 11 4 667 1 1 67 
CRSP 1 33 0 
FRAM 0 19 3 18 1333 
FRNI 0 3 1 7 367 
FRSP 71 14 29 3800 0 
LOTA 1 33 0 
OSVI 27 2 967 4 1 167 
PRVI 1 3 1 167 0 
QURU 3 1 1 167 2 67 
RHRA 4 2 200 1 33 
RIMO 6 16 733 2 2 2 200 
ROSP 0 33 
RUSP 14 467 0 
SMHI 1 33 0 
SMSP 0 2 2 133 
TIAM 3 100 0 
ULRU 7 15 733 0 
VIRA 1 33 0 
TOTAL 10067 3400 
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Plot 30 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1995 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ #/ha 
ACNI 1 1 1 100 
CACA 7 8 4 2 1 9 3 1200 
CACO 1 2 200 
CAOV 3 1 1 1 100 
CEOC 1 1 2 1 300 
FRSP 10 8 1 2 1 10 7 1 9 4 1300 
FRNI 2 1 1 5 2 6 2 1 900 
OSVI 2 1 1 1 3 300 
QUAL 2 200 
QURU 2 a 
RHRA 1 a 
RISP 1 1 2 2 2 200 
ROSP 1 1 100 
SMSP 1 1 2 2 2 400 
TOTAL 5300 
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Plot 31 
Trees 1981 (J-Gl 1981 (revised) 1994 
... ~ ~ --M.... ~ 
--
AMAR 9 314 9 314 8 277 
FRAM 0 0 18 326 8 299 
FRSP 18 32.6 0 0 0 0 
OSVI 90 2444 90 2445 76 2821 
PRSE 3 52 3 52 1 44 
QUAL 12 22267 12 22278 12 26038 
QURU 4 4078 4 4080 3 4223 
TJAM 4 71 4 72 7 224 
TOTAL 140 29551 140 29567 115 33925 
Saplings( > 10cm ht. < 3cm dbh) 
1981 1995 
II 52 s3 #tha II s2 s3 #/ha 
ACNJ 3 2 1 200 7 233 
AMAR 5 3 6 467 11 4 500 
BETH 0 1 3 2 200 
CACO 4 8 400 2 1 2 167 
CAOV 6 12 600 4 7 4 500 
CEOC 0 1 33 
COSP 0 8 267 
COST 27 900 0 
FRAM 0 142 110 194 14867 
FRNI 0 36 14 5 1833 
FRSP 169 108 73 11667 0 
JUNI 0 3 100 
LOSP 2 10 400 2 5 233 
OSVI 9 26 23 1933 5 9 467 
PRSE 9 17 3 967 17 4 1 733 
QUAL 22 38 60 4000 824 214 70 36933 
QURU 2 3 167 3 2 7 400 
RHGL 1 33 0 
RHRA 5 14 633 0 
RIMO 0 4 133 
RISP 1 1 6 267 0 
ROMU 0 33 
SMSP 0 7 2 3 400 
TJAM 8 15 13 1200 1 4 167 
ULRU 20 28 10 1933 0 
ULSP 0 15 5 8 933 
VIRA 2 67 0 
XAAM 4 4 267 0 
TOTAL 26100 59133 
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Plot 31 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1995 only) 
s1 52 s3 transect 
1 ~ ~ 1. 1 ~ ~ 1. 1 Z ~ 1. 1 Z ~ 1. #/ha 
ACNI 7 a 
AMAR 10 1 4 3 1 400 
BETH 1 1 2 2 0 
CACO 2 1 1 1 0 
CAOV 4 7 4 5 1 600 
CEOC 1 0 
COSP 6 1 1 1 100 
FRSP 70 68 1 3 73 36 1 135 58 1 88 43 13100 
FRNI 33 3 12 2 5 10 1000 
JUNI 3 0 
LOSP 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 300 
OSVI 3 2 8 1 5 500 
PRSE 16 1 4 1 5 1 600 
QUAL 824 214 70 352 35200 
QURU 3 2 5 2 4 1 500 
RHRA 1 100 
RISP 3 1 3 300 
ROMU 1 a 
SMSP 7 2 3 2 200 
TIAM 1 3 1 2 200 
ULSP 15 5 7 1 6 1 700 
TOTAL 53800 
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Plot 32 
Trees 1981 !J-Gl 1981 (revisedl 1994 
_#- ~ " ~ _#- ~ 
CAOV 3 90 3 90 0 0 
CEOC 1 16 1 16 2 85 
FRAM 0 0 15 502 37 1099 
FRSP 15 502 0 0 0 0 
JUNI 15 5040 15 5042 10 5491 
LOTA 0 0 9 166 1 28 
OSVI 5 68 5 68 14 209 
QUAL 16 20804 16 20815 16 23003 
QURU 1 3445 1 3447 0 0 
RHRA 0 0 0 0 2 22 
TIAM 6 2594 6 2596 9 3768 
ULAM 1 521 1 521 0 0 
ULRU 0 0 0 0 2 665 
TOTAL 72 33246 72 33262 93 34370 
Saplings( > 10em ht, < 3em dbh) 
W1 1994 
.tl s2 s3 #/ha .tl s2 s3 #/ha 
ACNI 0 1 33 
BETH 3 100 1 1 67 
CACO 0 2 67 
CAOV 1 33 0 
CEOC 2 2 133 0 
CORU 4 133 0 
CRSP 1 33 0 
FRAM 0 81 70 111 8733 
FRNI 0 1 1 67 
FRSP 149 153 214 17200 0 
GLTR 0 1 33 
LOSP 0 5 4 6 500 
LOTA 50 93 22 5500 0 
OSVI 3 7 333 2 1 6 300 
QUAL 1 33 0 
RHRA 2 1 4 233 1 1 67 
RIMO 56 28 18 3400 1 6 6 433 
RUSP 2 25 900 0 
SMHI 1 8 2 367 
0 
SMSP 0 2 4 
200 
T1AM 3 3 200 
0 
ULSP 11 21 8 1333 2 
6 267 
VIRA 6 200 
0 
VISP 0 
1 33 
XAAM 4 133 
0 
TOTAL 30267 
10800 
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Plot 32 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 6 ~ ~ 1 6 ~ ~ 1 6 ~ ~ 1 6 ~ ~ #/ha 
ACNI 1 1 100 
BETH 1 1 1 2 300 
CACO 2 0 
FRSP 48 33 49 18 1 2 64 39 7 1 54 24 1 7900 
FRNI 1 1 0 
GLTR 1 1 100 
LOSP 1 1 3 2 2 2 3 1 1 2 300 
OSVI 1 1 1 6 1 100 
RHRA 1 1 0 
RISP 1 5 1 3 3 5 500 
SMSP 2 1 1 2 2 200 
ULSP 1 1 6 4 400 
VISP 1 0 
TOTAL 9900 
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Plot 34 
Trees 1981 IJ-Gl 1981 (revisedl 1994 
~ ~ N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
ACNI 6 333 6 333 5 379 
AMAR 4 386 4 386 3 144 
CACA 37 521 37 521 44 533 
CAca 3 170 3 170 2 1348 
CAOV 12 4104 12 4106 10 4986 
FRAM 0 0 5 372 6 516 
FRNI 3 1548 3 1548 3 1910 
FRSP 5 372 0 0 0 0 
OSVI 26 1172 26 1172 20 1188 
QUAL 16 9937 16 9942 13 10429 
QURU 7 7906 7 8835 7 11254 
TIAM 2 1286 2 1287 2 11254 
ULRU 38 38 0 0 
TOTAL 122 27772 122 28711 115 32685 
Saplings' > 10em ht. < 3cm dbh) 
1981 1994 
tl s2 s3 #/ha II s2 s3 #/ha 
ACNI 1 6 7 467 0 
AMAR 4 1 167 0 
CACA 68 30 84 6067 56 24 64 4800 
CACO 1 33 4 9 4 567 
CAOV 0 1 1 67 
COAL 1 33 0 
COAM 2 100 0 
CO DR 3 100 0 
COSP 0 1 33 
CRSP 1 33 0 
FRAM 0 20 77 121 7267 
FRNI 0 13 55 65 4433 
FRSP 23 129 127 9300 0 
LOTA 1 4 167 0 
OSVI 5 167 3 1 3 233 
PHOP 69 2300 0 
PRVI 3 100 0 
QURU 1 33 1 33 
RHRA 1 2 100 1 3 2 200 
RIMO 2 4 6 400 3 3 200 
TIAM 7 13 667 17 567 
ULSP 0 2 3 167 
VIRA 2 1 100 0 
VISP 0 4 133 
TOTAL 20333 18700 
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Plot 34 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 2 1 ! 1 2 1 ! 1 2 1 ! 1 2 1 ! #/ha 
CACA 37 11 8 20 1 3 28 22 14 20 7 8 3500 
CACO 4 7 2 1 3 7 1 800 
CAOV 1 1 1 100 
CEOC 7 700 
COSP 1 a 
FRSP 12 8 31 43 1 2 48 68 5 34 48 2 8400 
FRNI 12 1 51 4 54 11 32 6 3800 
OSVI 3 1 3 2 200 
QURU 1 0 
RHRA 1 1 2 1 1 a 
RISP 2 1 2 1 3 300 
TIAM 15 2 a 
ULSP 2 1 2 a 
VISP 2 2 a 
TOTAL 17800 
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Plot 35 
Trees 1981 lJ-GI 1981 {revised} 1994 
-1L- ~ _#- ~ _#- .Jh&.. 
ACNI 14 4720 14 4722 14 6386 
CACA 3 60 3 60 4 85 
CACO 4 1216 4 1216 2 1476 
CAOV 1 220 1 220 1 257 
CEOC 0 0 0 0 1 8 
FRAM 0 0 0 0 8 209 
LOTA 0 0 4 46 0 0 
OSVI 54 1818 54 1819 39 2184 
PRSE 2 652 2 652 1 330 
QUAL 8 6559 8 6562 8 7551 
QURU 4 9473 4 9477 3 8132 
TIAM 0 0 0 0 2 41 
ULAM 0 0 3 1062 2 1005 
ULRU 0 0 0 0 1 257 
ULSP 4 1244 0 0 0 0 
ULTH 0 0 5 1319 0 0 
TOTAL 98 26007 99 26095 86 27921 
Saplings( > 10em ht, < 3em dbh) 
1981 1994 
II 52 s3 #/ha .tl 52 s3 #/ha 
ACNI 14 1 1 533 2 2 1 167 
ACSI 54 1800 69 2300 
BETH 4 119 55 5933 3 10 433 
CACA 5 18 19 1400 5 3 267 
CACO 15 6 6 900 2 3 1 200 
CAOV 0 2 1 100 
CEOC 0 1 1 67 
COSP 0 1 33 
FRAM 0 173 36 19 7600 
FRNI 8 4 2 467 81 8 3 3067 
FRSP 162 76 89 10900 0 
LaTA 57 1 1933 0 
LOSP 0 5 167 
OSVI 2 1 100 
0 
QUAL 0 1 33 
RHRA 2 67 
0 
RIMa 5 167 
0 
RUSP 1 2 100 1 
33 
SMHI 1 33 
0 
SMSP 0 1 
33 
STTR 30 8 1267 
0 
TIAM 1 3 1 167 
0 
ULSP 0 
9 4 2 500 
VISP 0 
1 33 
TOTAL 25767 
15033 
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Plot 35 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 ~ ~ ~ 1 6 ~ ~ 1 6 ~ ~ 1 6 ~ ~ #/ha 
ACNI 2 2 1 4 400 
ACSI 69 48 4800 
BETH 1 2 3 7 1 2 300 
CACA 2 1 2 2 1 a 
CACO 2 2 1 1 1 1 200 
CAOV 2 1 1 100 
eEOC 1 1 0 
eosp 1 0 
FRSP 71 91 11 9 14 5 8 9 8 1 1 44 30 5 1 8000 
FRNI 59 21 1 3 4 1 2 1 13 8 1 1 2300 
LOSP 5 a 
QUAL 1 0 
RUSP 1 a 
SMSP 1 a 
ULSP 7 2 2 1 1 2 3 1 1 500 
VISP 1 0 
TOTAL 16600 
Plot 36 129 
Trees , 981 !J-G) 1981 (revisedl 1994 
_#- .J1.L 
-=- ~ _#- .J1.L ACNI 3 784 3 784 3 1236 
AMAR 2 22 2 22 20 
CACA 2 24 2 24 4 49 
CAOV 7 898 7 899 6 941 
FRAM 0 0 2 25 10 210 
FRSP 2 25 0 0 0 0 
OSVI 21 527 21 527 40 777 
QUAL 16 8714 16 8718 12 7913 
QURU 29 26910 29 26923 24 26816 
ULAM 0 0 0 0 6 903 
ULRU 7 1000 7 1000 0 0 
TOTAL 89 38903 89 38923 106 38864 
Saplings( > 10em ht, < 3cm dbh) 
1981 1994 
tl 52 s3 #/ha tl s2 53 #/ha 
ACN I 0 1 3 133 
AMAR 7 8 5 667 1 33 
BETH 0 1 33 
CACA 20 3 767 16 4 4 800 
CACO 5 2 233 7 2 300 
CAOV 0 3 100 
CEOC 1 33 33 
CESC 0 1 33 
COAL 1 33 0 
COAM 1 33 0 
CRSP 3 4 4 367 0 
FRAM 0 33 42 33 
3600 
FRNI 0 2 1 
100 
FRSP 35 43 35 3767 
0 
GLTR 0 1 
33 
JUVI 1 33 
0 
LOTA 12 400 
0 
LOSP 0 
2 67 
OSVI 26 27 23 2533 3 8 
10 700 
QUMU 0 3 100 
QURU 4 133 5 167 
RHRA 0 1 
33 
RIMO 3 100 2 
100 
RUSP 1 33 
0 
ULRU 16 19 2 1233 
0 
0 1 3 133 ULSP 
XAAM 7 267 
0 
TOTAL 10633 
6500 
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Plot 36 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 ~ ~ 4 1 ~ ~ 4 1 ~ ~ 4 1 ~ ~ 4 #/ha 
ACNI 1 3 4 400 
AMAR 1 0 
BETH 1 0 
CACA 9 4 2 1 1 3 1 6 1 700 
CACO 4 3 2 1 100 
CAOV 1 2 1 100 
CEOC 1 0 
CESC 1 4 400 
FRSP 12 18 2 1 18 22 2 12 18 3 21 19 1 4100 
FRNI 2 1 2 200 
GLTR 0 
LOSP 2 2 200 
OSVI 2 1 1 7 3 1 6 2 4 600 
QUAL 1 100 
QUMU 3 0 
QURU 5 4 400 
RHRA 1 1 100 
RISP 2 1 1 100 
ULSP 1 3 4 400 
TOTAL 7900 
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Plot 37 
Trees 1981 IJ-Gl 1981 {revised} 1994 
_II- .1!.&.. .. .1!.&.. _#- .1!.&.. 
-"-ACNI 17 10820 17 10826 24 10320 
CACA 0 0 0 0 1 15 
CACO 13 4660 13 4663 13 5479 
CAOV 7 2313 7 2314 7 2861 
CEOC 0 0 0 0 5 107 
COAM 0 0 0 0 1 7 
FRAM 0 0 7 613 8 420 
FRNI 8 5e5 8 585 10 1461 
FRSP 7 613 0 0 0 0 
JUCI 0 0 1 707 1 1265 
JUNI 1 707 0 0 0 0 
OSVI 31 1333 31 1334 47 1388 
QUAL 1 57 57 0 0 
QURU 1 1225 1 1225 1783 
TIAM 2 36 2 36 19 
ULAM 2 2082 1 2083 2 95 
ULRU 3 365 3 366 2 2369 
TOTAL 93 24796 92 24808 123 27590 
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Plot 37 
Saplings( > 1 Oem ht. < 3em dbh) 
1981 1994 
§1 s2 s3 #/ha §1 52 53 #/ha 
ACNI 40 1333 3 2 2 233 
AMAR 1 33 2 67 
CACA 0 1 33 
CACO 31 7 10 1600 9 1 13 767 
CAOV 0 2 4 200 
CEOC 2 1 1 133 1 2 100 
COAL 0 1 33 
COAM 1 6 233 5 167 
EUAT 2 4 200 3 100 
FRAM 0 18 17 84 3967 
FRNI 1 33 0 
FRSP 69 30 6 3500 0 
OSVI 58 17 4 2633 7 8 3 600 
PRVI 1 33 0 
QUAL 1 33 0 
QUMU 1 33 0 
QURU 3 100 1 1 67 
RHRA 4 1 167 0 
RIMO 2 9 367 2 2 7 367 
RUSP 5 2 233 0 
SMSP 0 2 5 3 333 
TIAM 1 1 1 100 0 
ULRU 3 100 0 
ULSP 0 4 1 4 300 
VISP 0 8 2 333 
XAAM 8 5 433 0 
TOTAL 11300 7667 
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Plot 37 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 ~ ~ ! 1 ~ ~ ! 1 ~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~ 1 #/ha 
ACNI 3 2 2 1 1 200 
AMAR 2 0 
CACA 1 0 
CACO 9 1 12 1 1 100 
CAOV 2 4 2 200 
CEOC 1 1 1 1 100 
COAL 1 0 
COAM 5 0 
EUAT 2 1 0 
FRSP 10 8 13 4 65 18 1 24 9 3300 
FRNI 1 100 
OSVI 3 1 3 6 2 3 5 500 
QURU 1 1 1 100 
RISP 1 1 1 1 4 3 2 1 300 
SMSP 2 4 1 3 2 200 
ULSP 4 1 2 2 1 1 200 
VISP 7 1 1 1 3 300 
TOTAL 5600 
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Plot 38 
Trees 1981 !J-Gl 1981 !revisedl 1994 
.. ~ :I ~ .. ~ 
-"-
ff 
ACNI 1 10 1 10 1 66 
AMAR 2 22 2 22 3 87 
CACA 0 0 0 0 1 8 
CAOV 8 3477 8 3478 8 3598 
FRAM 0 0 5 2764 2 1297 
FRSP 5 2763 0 0 0 0 
JUVI 1 29 1 28 0 0 
OSVI 95 1392 95 1393 214 3514 
QUAL 17 11939 17 11945 14 12764 
QURU 7 1822 7 1823 8 2243 
ULAM 0 0 0 0 1 408 
ULRU 363 363 0 0 
TOTAL 137 21815 137 21826 252 23985 
Saplings( > 1 Oem ht, < 3cm dbh) 
1981 1995 
tl s2 53 #/ha tl 52 53 #/ha 
1 2 100 1 3 133 
AMAR 5 3 267 1 33 
CACA 0 1 33 
CACO 2 7 300 0 
CAOV 2 67 1 3 133 
CEOC 2 67 1 33 
COST 1 33 0 
FRAM 0 7 3 8 600 
FRSP 6 13 92 3700 0 
JUVI 1 1 67 0 
OSVI 144 149 150 14767 32 21 13 2200 
PRSE 2 2 133 1 33 
QUAL 3 100 2 131 5 4600 
QURU 0 21 79 3333 
RHRA 0 1 33 
RIMO 13 22 1167 1 1 67 
RUSP 1 33 0 
SMHI 1 33 0 
TIAM 1 1 67 
0 
ULRU 1 2 100 
0 
ULSP 0 
1 33 
VISP 0 1 
33 
TOTAL 21000 
11300 
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Plot 38 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1995 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
! 2 ~ 1 ! 2 ~ 1 1 2 ~ 1 1 ~ ~ 1 #/ha 
ACNI 1 3 1 3 400 
AMAR 1 0 
CACA 1 0 
CAOV 1 2 1 "1 100 
CEOC 1 1 100 
FRSP 7 3 7 1 3 1 400 
JUVI 2 200 
OSVI 32 21 13 14 1400 
PRSE 1 1 100 
QUAL 2 131 5 55 5500 
QURU 21 79 26 2600 
RHRA 1 1 100 
RISP 1 1 '1 100 
ULSP 1 0 
VISP 1 0 
TOTAL 11000 
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Plot 39 
Trees 1981 (J-Gl 198' (revised! 1994 
~ N ~ ~ ~ 
--
ACNE 0 0 0 0 2 137 
ACNI 1 10 1 10 3 94 
CEOC 3 121 3 121 4 572 
CODR 0 0 2 29 2 34 
EUAT 0 0 0 0 1 12 
GLTR 1 8 1 8 9 231 
JUNI 65 19124 65 19134 68 24630 
JUVI 1 75 1 75 88 
PAQU 0 0 0 0 1 9 
PRSE 1 64 1 64 2 148 
RHRA 0 0 0 0 3 41 
ULRU 1 14 1 14 2 171 
VISP a 0 3 79 8 550 
TOTAL 75 19445 78 19534 109 26782 
Saplings' > 10em ht, < 3cm dbht 
1981 1994 
II 52 s3 #/ha II 52 s3 #/ha 
ACNI 1 4 167 0 
CACO 0 1 1 67 
CODR 29 16 2 1567 0 
CORU 1 33 0 
COSP 0 10 35 1 1533 
EUAT 0 9 1 333 
FRAM 0 1 1 3 167 
GLTR 12 2 467 0 
JUNI 1 1 67 1 3 133 
JUVI 1 33 0 
lOEX 24 800 0 
lOSP 0 1 33 
MOAl 0 5 167 
MOSP 1 33 0 
RHRA 44 5 13 2067 32 19 14 2167 
RIMO 48 6 7 2033 9 4 4 567 
RUSP 16 94 197 10233 2 2 133 
SMHI 4 133 0 
SMSP 0 10 7 10 900 
UlRU 2 1 100 0 
ULSP 0 1 6 233 
VISP 0 15 5 2 733 
XAAM 23 1 800 0 
TOTAL 18533 7167 
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Plot 39 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 g ~ ~ 1 g ~ ~ 1 g ~ ~ 1 g ~ ~ #/ha 
CACO 1 1 1 100 
COSP 4 6 4 30 1 1 2 24 1 2700 
EUAT 8 1 1 2 200 
FRSP 1 1 3 2 200 
JUNI 1 3 1 3 300 
lOSP 1 0 
MOAl 4 1 4 400 
RHRA 19 13 13 6 4 10 10 10 2000 
RISP 2 6 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 6 2 1000 
RUSP 1 1 2 0 
SMSP 6 4 6 1 3 7 5 5 1000 
UlSP 1 4 2 2 1 300 
VISP 8 4 3 1 3 1 2 3 3 1 700 
TOTAL 8900 
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Plot 41 
Trees 1981 !J-Gl 1981 Irevisedl 1994 
_#- -1l...L _#- -1l...L .. -1l...L ,. 
ACNI 4 135 4 135 7 575 
AMAR 8 355 8 355 7 313 
CAOV 5 2502 5 2504 4 2982 
FRAM 0 0 1 201 1 301 
FRNI 5 1927 5 1928 4 2243 
FRSP 1 201 0 0 0 0 
OSVI 42 1968 42 1969 53 2091 
aURU 4 5303 4 5305 3 5225 
TIAM 35 15806 35 15814 31 15739 
ULAM 0 0 0 0 4 470 
ULRU 5 400 5 400 0 0 
TOTAL 109 28595 109 28610 114 29938 
Saplings( > 1 Oem ht. < 3cm dbhl 
1981 1994 
tl s2 53 #/ha tl 52 53 #/ha 
ACNI 2 5 3 333 2 4 1 233 
AMAR 3 13 14 1000 1 2 2 167 
CACA 0 37 1 2 1333 
CACO 1 33 1 1 67 
CAOV 0 3 6 1 333 
CEOC 1 33 1 33 
FRAM 30 44 37 3700 17 17 25 1967 
FRNI 2 67 2 1 16 633 
JUVI 1 33 0 
OSVI 35 83 66 6133 100 21 10 4367 
QUAL 1 33 0 
QURU 3 3 200 1 2 1 133 
RHRA 7 1 267 3 100 
RIMO 1 33 0 
RUSP 3 3 200 0 
SMSP 0 1 33 
TIAM 27 10 1233 1 33 
ULRU 2 6 1 300 0 
ULSP 0 1 1 67 
VISP 0 1 1 1 100 
XAAM 3 3 200 0 
TOTAL 13800 9600 
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Plot 41 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
s1 s2 53 transect 
1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 4 #/ha 
ACNI 2 2 2 1 2 200 
AMAR 1 1 1 2 2 5 700 
CACA 37 1 2 12 1200 
CACO 1 1 0 
CAOV 3 6 1 3 300 
CEOC 1 1 100 
FRSP 3 12 2 8 9 12 8 5 8 5 4 1700 
FRNI 1 1 1 16 5 500 
OSVI 68 14 2 16 21 2 3 5 23 4 3 15 4500 
QURU 1 2 1 4 400 
RHRA 1 2 1 1 200 
RISP 1 100 
SMSP 1 1 100 
TIAM 1 0 
ULSP 1 1 2 200 
VISP 1 1 1 1 100 
TOTAL 10300 
Plot 44 140 
Trees 1981 P-Gl 1981 jrevisedl 1994 
--1L-. -1h&.. --1L-. -1h&.. _#- ~ 
ACNI 21 852 21 853 20 1296 
CACO 18 507 18 507 13 390 
CAOV 1 133 1 133 2 158 
CEOC 6 168 6 168 10 368 
FRAM 0 0 11 2115 7 673 
FRNI 7 206 7 206 8 455 
FRSP 1 1 2114 0 0 0 0 
GLTR 2 128 2 128 2 334 
JUCI 39 7174 1 SOl 1 660 
JUNI 7 220 38 6667 18 6662 
OSVI 0 0 7 220 6 234 
PRSE 2 36 2 36 0 0 
QUAL 1 10 1 10 1 9 
QURU 9 842 9 842 10 1204 
TIAM 23 1563 23 1564 13 2071 
ULAM 21 3982 21 3984 10 5462 
ULRU 0 0 0 0 9 327 
TOTAL 168 17935 168 17933 130 20304 
Saplings! > 10cm ht. < 3cm dbh} 
1981 1994 
§.1 52 53 #/ha tl 52 53 #/ha 
ACNI 5 4 9 600 1 1 2 133 
BETH 8 267 1 33 
CACO 5 22 4 1033 1 7 3 367 
CAOV 0 1 33 
CEOC 14 10 800 4 4 267 
COAM 1 33 0 
CODR 3 100 0 
FRAM 0 56 20 6 2733 
FRNI 5 1 1 233 8 6 6 667 
FRSP 32 18 8 1933 0 
OSVI 3 2 167 2 67 
PRVI 1 33 0 
QUAL 1 33 1 33 
QURU 1 2 100 1 33 
RHRA 1 14 500 6 2 2 
333 
RIMO 2 2 7 367 2 2 12 
533 
ROAS 2 67 
0 
RUSP 13 43 7 2100 
0 
SACA 2 67 
0 
SMHI 14 2 533 
0 
SMSP 0 
4 7 367 
TIAM 6 3 7 533 
0 
ULSP 78 69 20 5567 
1 67 
VISP 0 
1 33 
XAAM 5 7 400 
0 
TOTAL 15467 
5700 
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Plot 44 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
s1 52 s3 transect 
1 g ~ f 1 g ~ ~ 1 g ~ f 1 g ~ f #/ha 
ACNI 1 1 2 0 
BETH 1 0 
CACO 1 2 2 3 1 2 1 100 
CAOV 1 0 
CEOC 3 1 2 2 0 
FRSP 20 34 1 1 12 7 1 4 2 15 24 1 4000 
FRNI 4 2 2 3 2 1 2 3 4 3 2 1 1000 
OSVI 2 0 
QUAL 1 1 100 
QURU 1 100 
RHRA 3 3 2 2 1 3 400 
RISP 2 1 1 1 6 5 3 3 600 
SMSP 1 3 3 3 1 3 3 600 
ULSP 1 1 0 
VISP 1 1 100 
TOTAL 7000 
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Plot 45 
Trees 1981 !JoG} 1981 (revisedl 1994 
_#- ...JL&.. M ...JL&.. .....JL. ...JL&.. ~ 
CAOV 3 1694 3 1695 2 1367 
FRAM 3 45 3 45 4 66 
OSVI 126 3151 126 3153 103 3824 
QUAL 26 27519 26 27533 20 23307 
QURU 1 1336 1 1336 1 1444 
ULAM 0 0 0 0 2 234 
ULRU 2 149 2 149 0 0 
TOTAL 181 33894 161 33911 132 30242 
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Plot 45 
Saplings( > 10em ht, < 3cm dbh) 
1981 1994 
.tl 52 s3 #/ha .tl 52 s3 #/ha 
ACNI 3 4 233 1 33 
AMAR 2 67 0 
CACO 1 3 3 233 1 2 100 
CAOV 0 2 67 
CEOC 0 4 3 1 267 
CODR 1 2 100 0 
FRAM 0 21 11 18 1667 
FRNI 1 33 1 4 167 
FRSP 81 47 54 6067 0 
GLTR 0 1 33 
JUCI 1 33 0 
OSVI 9 28 30 2233 5 16 700 
PRVI 1 2 100 0 
QUAL 1 33 0 
QURU 1 33 0 
RHRA 0 2 67 
RIMO 7 6 4 567 2 5 2 300 
RUSP 1 33 0 
SMSP 0 2 67 
STTR 0 1 33 
TIAM 2 1 4 233 0 
ULRU 4 37 44 2833 0 
ULSP 0 2 1 10 433 
VISP 0 6 200 
XAAM 3 100 0 
TOTAL 12933 4133 
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Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 2 ~ ~ 1 2 ~ ~ 1 2 ~ ~ 1 2 ~ ~ #/ha 
ACNI 1 0 
CACO 1 2 1 100 
CAOV 2 3 300 
CEOC 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 300 
FRSP 9 12 5 6 5 12 1 6 9 1 1600 
FRNI 1 4 1 100 
GLTR 1 0 
OSVI 2 1 2 9 4 2 1 5 2 2 900 
RHRA 1 1 0 
RISP 2 4 1 2 5 1 600 
SMSP 2 1 100 
STIR 1 1 100 
ULSP 2 1 10 5 500 
VISP 5 1 1 100 
TOTAL 4700 
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Plot 46 
Trees 1981 IJ-Gl 1981 !revisedl 1994 
--11- -1h&.. _#- ~ 2- -1h&.. 
ACNI 13 4724 13 4727 8 3278 
AMAR 7 1 7 2 17 
CACA 1 10 1 10 3 33 
CACO 7 3854 7 3856 3 1885 
CAOV 5 3218 5 3219 3 2250 
FRAM 0 0 0 0 1 10 
FRNI 4 2444 4 2446 10 4409 
OSVI 53 1290 53 1291 52 1362 
QUAL 3 5120 3 5123 3 4934 
TIAM 9 5372 9 5375 7 5115 
ULRU 0 0 1 895 1 1034 
ULSP 894 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL 97 26934 97 26948 93 24327 
Saplings( > 10em ht. < 3cm dbh) 1994 lli.1 
s1 s2 s3 #/ha tl s2 s3 #/ha 
ACNE 1 33 
0 
ACNI 14 25 1300 1 3 1 167 
AMAR 4 3 233 
0 
CACA 14 8 4 867 4 11 
1 533 
CACO 16 19 4 1300 4 8 
7 633 
0 2 2 133 CAOV 3 100 
CEOC 3 1 1 167 
1 2 100 0 COAM 
1 1 67 0 CODR 
3 2 1 200 
0 
CRSP 0 14 27 17 1933 FRAM 967 4 3 11 600 5 20 4 FRNI 0 
FRSP 29 73 78 6000 0 33 GLTR 867 1 2 100 OSVI 2 17 7 
6 533 1 33 QUAL 10 0 6 200 QUMU 2 67 
QURU 7 1 267 367 2 4 200 RHRA 9 2 600 3 2 1 200 
RIMO 7 11 1 1 100 0 1 
SMSP 0 1 1 1 100 
STIR 1033 2 67 24 7 TIAM 3167 8 2 3 433 44 8 ULSP 43 0 1 1 67 
VISP 33 0 
XAAM 1 
18300 5500 
TOTAL 
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Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 ~ ~ ! 1 ~ ~ ! 1 g ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ! #/ha 
ACNI 1 2 1 1 1 100 
CACA 2 1 1 6 5 1 2 5 700 
CACO 3 1 2 5 1 1 6 3 6 1 1000 
CAOV 2 2 2 200 
CEOC 3 0 
FRSP 1 9 3 1 3 14 9 1 12 3 2 1 16 6 2 2500 
FRNI 3 1 3 1 2 3 5 3 2 3 5 1300 
GLTR 1 0 
OSVI 1 2 1 3 400 
QUAL 1 0 
QURU 2 1 100 
RHRA 2 4 1 1 200 
RISP 3 2 1 2 200 
SMSP 1 1 1 1 2 300 
STTR 1 1 1 1 100 
TIAM 2 3 2 500 
ULSP 5 3 2 1 2 2 2 400 
VISP 1 1 1 100 
TOTAL 8100 
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Plot 47 
Trees 1981 !J-Gl 1981 !revised} 1994 
_#- ..Jh&.. _#- ~ _#- ~ 
ACNI 0 0 0 0 1 9 
CAOV 11 398 11 398 14 1548 
CEOC 3 54 3 54 13 408 
FRAM 0 0 5 897 12 1623 
FRSP 5 896 0 0 0 0 
JUCI 1 234 0 0 0 0 
JUNI 0 0 1 234 5 865 
JUVI 23 1890 23 1891 21 3323 
MOSP 2 147 2 147 0 0 
PRSE 0 0 0 0 4 91 
PYCO 6 169 6 169 4 137 
QUAL 4 9758 4 9763 4 11671 
TIAM 0 0 0 0 2 59" 
ULAM 1 7 1 7 0 0 
ULRU 0 0 0 0 4 101 
TOTAL 56 13553 56 13559 90 19944 
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Saplings( > 10em ht, < 3em dbh} 
1981 1994 
.tl s2 s3 #/ha .tl 52 s3 #/ha 
ACNE 1 1 67 0 
ACNI 99 127 11 7900 23 18 4 1500 
AMAR 3 100 1 33 
CACO 0 1 33 
CAOV 3 12 3 600 1 8 1 333 
CEOC 17 7 11 1167 3 5 3 367 
COSP 0 3 2 167 
EUAT 0 2 67 
FRAM 0 31 109 60 6667 
FRSP 25 54 107 6200 0 
GLTR 0 1 33 
JUNI 0 3 1 133 
JUVI 1 3 1 167 0 
MOSP 1 33 0 
OSVI 1 1 67 1 4 167 
PRSE 6 4 333 2 1 100 
PYCO 2 67 33 9 1400 
QUAL 3 67 2 2400 6 109 11 4200 
QUMU 0 4 133 
QURU 1 1 1 100 2 67 
RHRA 11 36 4 1700 9 300 
RIMO 10 11 46 2233 8 7 7 733 
ROMU 46 42 39 4233 19 5 800 
RUSP 56 9 68 4433 5 3 267 
SMHI 14 2 533 0 
SMSP 0 10 1 2 433 
STTR 0 1 33 
SYOR 29 967 1 107 3600 
TIAM 1 33 2 67 
ULSP 10 19 30 1967 2 100 
VIRI 14 8 3 833 0 
VISP 0 7 8 500 
XAAM 17 16 16 1633 1 33 
TOTAL 37767 22267 
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Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
s1 52 s3 transect 
1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ #/ha 
ACNI 19 4 13 5 4 15 1 1 1700 
AMAR 1 0 
CACO 1 0 
CAOV 1 4 3 1 1 1 1 200 
CEOC 2 1 2 1 1 1 3 4 3 700 
COSP 3 1 1 4 400 
EUAT 2 0 
FRSP 18 13 32 58 17 2 14 33 12 1 23 45 9 2 7900 
GLTR 1 0 
JUNI 3 1 1 1 200 
OSVI 1 3 1 1 100 
PRSE 2 1 0 
PYCO 7 19 7 5 4 3 1 400 
QUAL 4 2 77 31 1 6 4 1 33 12 1 4600 
QUMU 2 2 0 
QURU 1 1 1 100 
RHRA 3 6 3 300 
RISP 5 3 5 2 2 5 1 5 2 800 
ROMU 18 1 3 2 6 3 900 
RUSP 3 2 3 0 
SMSP 7 3 1 2 7 7 1400 
STIR 1 0 
SYOR 1 39 68 2 4 600 
TIAM 1 1 1 100 
ULSP 1 1 1 1 1 200 
VISP 4 3 2 6 3 4 700 
XAAM 1 0 
TOTAL 21300 
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Plot 50 
Trees 1981 /J-Gl 1981 (revisedl 1994 
... 
..M..:... .. ..M..:... .. ..M..:... 
-""-
... ... 
ACNI 3 40 3 40 3 116 
AMAR 2 15 2 15 2 31 
CACO 3 1118 3 1118 0 0 
CEOC 1 11 1 11 2 20 
FRAM 0 0 4 50 8 114 
FRNI 604 1 . 605 1 672 
FRSP 4 50 0 0 0 O· 
JUVI 2 626 2 626 1 563 
OSVI 79 4525 79 4527 78 5092 
PRSE 2 217 2 218 2 310 
QUAL 1 1060 1 1061 1 1247 
QURU 26 4411 26 4413 26 8736 
TIAM 20 7007 20 7010 14 4948 
ULAM 26 3257 28 3259 16 1888 
ULRU 0 0 0 0 4 1129 
TOTAL 172 22941 172 22953 158 24867 
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Saplings( > 10em ht, < 3cm dbh) 
1981 1994 
s1 52 s3 #/ha tl s2 s3 #/ha 
ACNI 5 5 29 1300 17 9 54 2667 
AMAR 2 11 9 733 5 4 5 467 
CACO 1 7 3 367 3 17 7 900 
CECA 33 0 
CEOC 0 1 2 100 
COAM 0 1 33 
CODR 4 4 267 0 
COSP 1 33 16 10 867 
EUAT 0 2 67 
FRAM 0 10 31 67 3600 
FRNI 0 3 6 7 533 
FRSP 5 33 68 3533 0 
GLTR 0 3 100 
JUVI 1 33 0 
LODI 2 67 0 
OSVI 38 8 4 1667 50 7 7 2133 
PRSE 0 1 1 67 
PRSP 59 41 4 3467 0 
PRVI 0 45 59 2 3533 
QUAL 1 1 67 7 1 3 367 
QUMA 5 167 1 4 167 
QUMU 0 1 1 67 
QURU 8 18 867 13 47 45 3500 
RHRA 1 1 67 1 1 67 
RIMO 8 3 4 500 14 23 2 1300 
SMSP 0 1 4 167 
STTR 2 67 6 200 
TIAM 8 7 500 9 5 467 
ULSP 10 333 1 4 167 
VIRA 44 27 1 2400 64 20 1 2833 
VISP 1 33 0 
XAAM 1 1 5 233 1 1 67 
TOTAL 16733 24433 
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Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 ~ ~ ~ 1 6 ~ ~ 1 6 ~ ~ 1 6 ~ ~ #/ha ACNI 9 4 1 3 3 2 2 2 3 10 28 13 13 9 6 4 3200 
AMAR 1 3 1 2 1 1 2 3 1 1 2 400 
CACO 3 2 7 6 2 3 2 2 2 7 1 2 1200 
CEOC 1 1 1 0 
COAM 1 0 
COSP 1 8 6 1 2 3 5 3 6 2 1100 
EUAT 1 1 0 
FRSP 1 5 4 3 8 13 7 3 10 44 10 3 6 13 3 2500 
FRNI 1 2 2 4 1 6 1 2 300 
GLTR 3 3 300 
LOSP 1 100 
OSVI 14 11 14 11 2 3 2 1 3 2 1 12 7 13 12 44.00 
PRSE 1 1 2 1 300 
PRVI 1 10 32 2 8 50 1 2 11 29 4000 
QUAL 2 3 2 1 2 1 2 1 300 
QUMA 1 2 2 0 
QUMU 1 1 0 
QURU 5 3 4 1 15 25 5 2 25 15 5 7 15 6 2 3000 
RHRA 1 1 0 
RISP 3 6 5 1 5 17 1 1 1 3 9 1300 
SMSP 1 1 2 1 1 100 
STIR 2 2 2 0 
TIAM 3 4 2 1 2 2 3 5 1 900 
ULSP 1 1 2 1 0 
VIRA 6 51 7 7 12 1 1 4 7 1100 
XAAM 1 1 1 1 200 
TOTAL 24700 
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Plot 51 
Trees 1981 P-Gl 1981 !revisedl 1994 
-1L. ~ .... ~ .... ~ 
-"'-
.. 
ACNI 60 1486 60 1487 59 2195 
CACO 14 911 14 911 8 353 
CEOC 4 996 4 997 4 1491 
CODR 0 0 9 157 0 0 
FRAM 0 0 11 1309 11 2991 
FRSP 11 1308 0 0 0 0 
GLTR 3 805 3 805 , 911 
GYDI 2 456 2 456 2 788 
JUCI 2 570 2 570 0 0 
JUNI 2 1026 2 1026 2 1444 
OSVI 67 2765 67 2766 31 2096 
PRSE 3 668 3 669 1 209 
QUAL 2 37 2 37 0 0 
QURU 14 1703 14 1704 8 3300 
TIAM 38 3544 38 3404 30 6506 
ULAM 7 1642 7 1537 3 1601 
TOTAL 238 18074 238 17836 160 23885 
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Saplings( > 10em ht, < 3cm dbh) 
1981 1994 
tl s2 s3 #/ha tl s2 s3 #/ha 
ACNE 7 233 0 
ACNI 11 33 3 1567 70 6 8 2800 
CACO 4 4 267 6 1 233 
CEOC 1 33 6 2 3 367 
CESC 0 2 67 
CODR 2 2 46 1667 0 
COSP 0 1 6 233 
FRAM 0 56 5 51 3733 
- JUVI 0 1 33 
OSVI 18 9 24 1700 28 2 2 1067 
PRSE 1 33 0 
PRVI 1 1 67 0 
PYCO 1 33 0 
QUAL 1 33 1 33 
QUMA 2 67 1 33 
QUMU 0 4 133 
QURU 9 2 4 500 12 3 500 
RHRA 90 77 5567 0 
RIMO 79 8 52 4633 33 9 58 3333 
RUSP 3 5 267 0 
SMSP 0 9 17 27 1767 
STIR 33 0 
TIAM 0 9 2 2 433 
ULSP 1 1 67 1 2 13 533 
XAAM 1 1 67 0 
TOTAL 16833 15300 
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Plot 51 
Saplings (4 height categories, 1994 only) 
s1 s2 s3 transect 
1 g ~ 1 1 g ~ 1 1 g ~ 1 1 g ~ 1 #/ha 
ACNI 60 10 2 1 3 3 5 11 1 1 1300 
CACO 2 2 2 1 1 100 
CEOC 1 3 2 1 1 3 1 3 400 
CESC 2 0 
COSP 1 2 4 2 4 600 
FRSP 46 10 5 50 1 26 1 2700 
JUVI 1 0 
OSVI 16 3 4 5 2 2 1 100 
QUAL 1 0 
QUMA 1 0 
QUMU 2 2 0 
QURU 6 6 1 2 2 2 3 700 
RISP 4 10 19 7 2 8 26 24 5 22 6 3300 
SMSP 6 3 6 11 9 18 7 10 1 1800 
TIAM 2 5 2 2 1 1 1 100 
ULSP 1 2 3 9 1 2 200 
TOTAL 11300 
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APPENDIX II 
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA 
%OM : organic matter content 
Avail P : available phophorus 
Avail K : available potassium 
solar : average annual insolation 
plot Slope Aspect %OM pH Avail P Avail K solar (') (1 (in water) (ppm) (ppm) (J/yr) 
1 0 0 6.90 5.73 8 91 14.32 
2 31 135 4.70 7.25 12 170 15.87 
3 29 342 9.70 7.20 20 209 10.38 
4 22 175 5.50 6.66 11 94 16.20 
5 22 310 6.00 6.50 15 157 12.39 
6 20 340 11.10 7.00 19 109 11.70 
7 29 175 5.80 6.80 22 133 16.46 
8 19 286 9.30 6.88 26 199 13.58 
9 20 223 8.00 7.15 35 214 15.63 
10 18 247 7.00 6.98 19 128 14.95 
11 25 68 7.20 7.50 26 178 13.00 
12 24 75 6.50 7.15 20 144 13.40 
14 24 245 5.20 7.33 8 190 15.12 
15 26 253 5.40 7.10 15 107 14.84 
16 7 0 6.90 6.80 14 118 13.43 
17 19 271 6.30 6.80 20 119 14.15 
18 26 282 5.60 7.63 13 189 13.46 
25 23 120 4.70 6.88 28 124 15.27 
26 27 128 6.00 7.33 12 182 15.60 
27 14 202 6.80 7.06 15 175 15.60 
28 24 150 6.90 7.60 20 324 16.04 
29 0 0 7.80 6.90 23 140 14.32 
30 22 104 7.50 7.30 28 196 14.70 
31 0 0 7.20 6.30 18 126 14.32 
32 0 0 6.60 6.68 22 108 14.32 
34 10 324 5.20 6.00 17 115 13.27 
35 15 17 7.30 6.13 15 188 12.38 
36 23 237 5.90 7.14 8 113 15.37 
37 18 61 5.40 7.43 22 128 13.15 
38 0 0 6.10 6.63 26 101 14.32 
39 0 0 1.00 8.28 4 77 14.32 
41 24 331 8.10 7.23 9 144 11.38 
44 8 0 5.20 6.93 17 131 14.30 
45 0 0 5.10 6.65 11 96 14.32 
46 9 0 7.60 7.23 12 112 14.29 
47 15 103 5.60 6.85 18 102 14.61 
50 28 285 7.10 7.20 22 249 13.22 
51 16 55 7.10 6.78 24 131 13.10 
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APPENDIX III 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF AVERAGE DAILY 
INSOLATION OF EACH MONTH IN CENTRAL IOWA 
by Professor Laurent Holdges 
Department of Physics 
Iowa State University, Ames, IA 
PI=4*ATN(1) 
WHILE INKEY$<>"":WEND 
Start: 
SCREEN O:WIDTH 80:CLS:COLOR 10 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT TAB(26) "SOLAR RADIATION CALCULATIONS" 
PRINT:COLOR 14 
PRINT" Calculation of average daily solar radiation in 
Iowa on an arbitrarily" 
PRINT" oriented surface for a chosen month":PRINT:COLOR 
11 
PRINT" DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONS? (YIN) " 
Inkey1a: 
A$=INKEY$:IF A$="Y" OR A$="y" GOTO Instructions1 
IF A$="N" OR A$="n" GOTO MainProgram1 ELSE Inkey1a 
Instructions1: 
CLS:LOCATE 3,1:COLOR 14 
PRINT" This program calculates the total daily solar 
radiation on a surface" 
PRINT" of arbitrary tilt and orientation. The 
calculations use historical solar" 
PRINT" radiation data for central Iowa, but should be 
fairly accurate for" 
PRINT" anywhere in Iowa. ":PRINT:COLOR 11 
PRINT: PRINT " THE SURFACE IS SPECIFIED BY: ":PRINT:COLOR 14 
PRINT" 1. ITS TILT, DEFINED AS THE ANGLE (in degrees) 
THE PLANE OF THE SURFACE" 
PRINT " MAKES WITH THE HORIZONTAL. For example, the 
tilt of a horizontal" 
PRINT" surface is 0, while that of a vertical 
surface is 90. " 
PRINT:PRINT " 2. ITS ORIENTATION OR COMPASS DIRECTION. 
THIS 'AZIMUTH' ANGLE IS" 
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PRINT " MEASURED IN DEGREES WESTWARD FROM DUE SOUTH 
(WESTWARD FROM DUE NORTH" 
PRINT" IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE). For example, 
south is 0, west is 90," 
PRINT" north is 180, and east is 270 or -90. The 
calculation of the" 
PRINT " insolation assumes east-west isotropy (no 
difference between" 
PRINT" surfaces east or west of south). ":PRINT 
PRINT:COLOR 11: PRINT " Press any key to continue ... " 
WHILE INKEY$="":WEND 
CLS:LOCATE 3,l:COLOR 11: PRINT " THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION 
IS NEEDED: ":PRINT 
COLOR 14:PRINT " 1. THE TILT OF THE SURFACE":PRINT 
PRINT" 2. THE ORIENTATION OF THE SURFACE":PRINT 
PRINT" 3. THE LATITUDE":PRINT 
PRINT " 4. THE MONTH n : PRINT 
PRINT:COLOR 11:PRINT " Press any key to continue ... " 
WHILE INKEY$="":WEND 
MainProgram1: 
SC=429:Q$="BTU/ftY":RATIO=4.871/429 
CLS:LOCATE 5,3:COLOR 11:INPUT "What 
degrees)? ",LAT 
LOCATE 5,3:COLOR 13:PRINT "LATITUDE 
n###.#"iLATi 
PRINT STRING$(60,32) :LAT=PI*LAT/180 
, Conversion to MJ/my 
is the latitude (in 
= "i:PRINT USING 
IF LAT<O THEN LATSIGN=-l ELSE LATSIGN=l 
IF LAT<O THEN LAT=-LAT 
Main1d: 
LOCATE 7,3:COLOR 11:INPUT "Enter month number (January = 1, 
etc.) ",M 
IF M=I THEN 
MONTH$=nJANUARY":D=17:H=637:REFL=.5:GOTO Mainle 
ELSEIF M=2 THEN 
MONTH$=nFEBRUARY":D;:::16:H=900:REFL=.45:GOTO Main1e 
ELSEIF M=3 THEN 
MONTH$=nMARCH":D=16:H=1211:REFL=.35:GOTO Main1e 
ELSEIF M=4 THEN 
MONTH$="APRIL":D=15:H=1419:REFL=.2:GOTO Main1e 
ELSEIF M=5 THEN 
MONTH$=nMAY":D=15:H=1746:REFL=.2:GOTO Main1e 
ELSEIF M=6 THEN 
MONTH$="JUNE":D=11:H=2026:REFL=.2:GOTO Main1e 
ELSEIF M=7 THEN 
MONTH$=nJULY":D=16:H=2006:REFL=.2:GOTO Main1e 
ELSEIF M=8 THEN 
MONTH$=nAUGUST":D=16:H=1714:REFL=.2:GOTO Main1e 
ELSEIF M=9 THEN 
MONTH$=nSEPTEMBER":D=15:H=1360:REFL=.2:GOTO Main1e 
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ELSEIF M=10 THEN 
MONTH$="OCTOBER":D=15:H=987:REFL=.2:GOTO Main1e 
ELSEIF M=ll THEN 
MONTH$="NOVEMBER":D=14:H=604:REFL=.25:GOTO Main1e 
ELSEIF M=12 THEN 
MONTH$="DECEMBER":D=10:H=501:REFL=.4:GOTO Main1e 
END IF 
GOTO Main1d 
Main1e: 
LOCATE 7,3:COLOR 13:PRINT STRING$(78,32) :LOCATE 7,3:PRINT 
MONTH $ 
D$=STR$(M)+"/"+STR$(D) : GOTO Main1g 
Main1g: 
IF M>2.5 THEN B=2.8 ELSE B=.6 
DOY=INT(30.6*M-B-29.5+D) 
IF LATSIGN=l THEN Main1h 
IF LATSIGN=-l AND DOY<183 THEN DOY=DOY+182:GOTO Main1h 
DOY=DOY-182 
Main1h: 
LOCATE 9,3:COLOR 13:PRINT "GROUND REFLECTANCE = "; : PRINT 
USING "##.##";REFL 
LOCATE 11,3:PRINT "HORIZONTAL INSOLATION = ";H;" BTU/fty" 
SIND = .397949*SIN(2*PI*(DOY+284)/365) 
X=SIND:DECL=ATN(X/SQR(1-X*X+.00001)) 
IF DECL=O THEN DECL=.OOl 
COSD=COS(DECL) :TAND=TAN(DECL) 
SINL=SIN(LAT) :COSL=COS(LAT) : TANL=TAN (LAT) 
X=-TANL*TAND: OMS=. 5*PI-ATN(X/SQR(1-X*X+. 00001) ) 
SINOMS=SIN(OMS):COSOMS=COS(OMS) 
HO=24*SC*(1+LATSIGN*.033*COS(2*PI*DOY/365))*(COSL*COSD*SINOMS+ 
OMS*SINL*SIND)/PI ' H IS THE EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIATION FOR 
THE HORIZONTAL SURFACE 
KT=H/HO 'KT IS THE CLEARNESS INDEX 
HDH=1.39-4.03*KT+5.53*KT*KT-3.11*KT*KT*KT 
Angles1: 
WHILE INKEY$<>"":WEND 
LOCATE 13,3:COLOR 11:INPUT "TILT OF SURFACE (in degrees) = 
", TILT 
LOCATE 13,1:PRINT STRING$(40,32) 
LOCATE 13,3:COLOR 13:PRINT "SURFACE TILT = ";TILT;" DEGREES" 
IF TILT=90 THEN TILT=89.999 
IF TILT=180 THEN TILT=179.99 
TILT=PI*TILT/180 
LOCATE 15,1:WHILE INKEY$<>"":WEND 
COLOR 11:PRINT" SURFACE ORIENTATION (AZIMUTH)" 
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INPUT" MEASURED IN DEGREES WESTWARD FROM DUE SOUTH = 
" ,GAMMA 
LOCATE 14,1:PRINT STRING$(240,32) : LOCATE 15,3 
COLOR 13:PRINT "SURFACE ORIENTATION (AZIMUTH) = 
";GAMMA; "DEGREES" 
WHILE GAMMA>180:GAMMA=GAMMA-360:WEND 
WHILE GAMMA<-180:GAMMA=GAMMA+360:WEND 
IF GAMMA<O THEN GAMMA=-GAMMA 
IF GAMMA=90 THEN GAMMA=89.99 
IF GAMMA=180 THEN GAMMA=179.99 
GAMMA=PI*GAMMA/180 
SINT=SIN(TILT) :COST=COS(TILT) :TANT=TAN(TILT) 
IF TILT=O THEN RB=l:GOTO Answer1 
IF GAMMA<>O THEN Gammal 
X=-TAN(LAT-TILT)*TAND: OMSS=.S*PI-ATN(X/SQR(l-
X*X+.00001» :IF OMS<OMSS THEN OMSS=OMS 
RB=(COS(LAT-TILT)*COSD*SIN(OMSS)+OMSS*SIN(LAT-
TILT)*SIND)/(COSL*COSD*SINOMS+OMS*SIND*SINL) 
GOTO Answer1 
Gammal: 
SING=SIN(GAMMA) :COSG=COS(GAMMA) : TANG = TAN (GAMMA) 
A=COSL/(SING*TANT)+SINL/TANG:B=TAND*(COSL/TANG-
SINL/(SING*TANT» 
C=A*A-B*B+l 
X=COSD*SINOMS:AZI=ATN(X/SQR(1-X*X+.00001» , AZI = 
SOLAR AZIMUTH AT SUNSET 
IF COSOMS<=O THEN AZI=PI-AZI 
IF (AZI+GAMMA-3*PI/2»0 GOTO Main1i 
IF C>O GOTO Main1l ELSE GOTO Main1k 
Main1i: 
IF TILT+LAT-DECL-PI/2>0 GOTO Main1j 
OMSS=OMS:OMSR=-OMS:GOSUB Beam:GOTO Answer1 
Main1j: 
IF C>O GOTO Main1m 
Main1k: 
RB=O:GOTO Answer1 
Main1l: 
X=(A*B+SQR(A*A-B*B+1»/(A*A+1): Z=.S*PI-ATN(X/SQR(l-
X*X+.00001» 
IF Z>OMS THEN OMSR=-OMS ELSE OMSR=-Z 
IF (A-B)<O THEN OMSR=-OMSR 
X=(A*B-SQR(A*A-B*B+1»/(A*A+1): Z=.S*PI-ATN(X/SQR(l-
X*X+.00001) 
IF Z>OMS THEN OMSS=OMS ELSE OMSS=Z 
GOSUB Bearn:GOTO Answerl 
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Main1m: 
OMSR=-OMS:X=(A*B-SQR(A*A-B*B+1»/(A*A+1) 
OMSS=-(.S*PI-ATN(X/SQR(l-X*X+.00001») :GOSUB Beam:RB1=RE 
X=(A*B+SQR(A*A-B*B+l»/(A*A+l) 
OMSR=.S*PI-ATN(X/SQR(l-X*X+.00001» :OMSS=OMS:GOSUB 
Beam:RB=RB+RBl 
Answerl: 
R = (l-HDH)*RB + HDH*(l+COST)/2 + REFL*(l-COST)/2 
HT=R*H:LOCATE 16,l:PRINT STRING$(240,32) :LOCATE 17,1 
COLOR 14:PRINT" THE AVERAGE DAILY INSOLATION ON THE TILTED 
SURFACE IS " 
PRINT:PRINT USING "######.#";HT;:PRINT "BTU/fty = "; 
PRINT USING "####.##";HT*RATIO;:PRINT" MJ/my":PRINT:PRINT 
PRINT:COLOR O,lS:PRINT" Press SPACE BAR to choose a 
different tilt and orientation" 
PRINT" Press R to start a new run -- Press ESC to return 
to menu";:COLOR 15,0 
Inkey1d: 
A$=INKEY$ 
IF A$=uR" OR A$="r" THEN 
GOTO Start 
ELSEIF A$=" " THEN 
GOTO RunAnglesl 
ELSEIF A$=CHR$(27) THEN 
RUN "MENU.EXE" 
elseif A$="x" or A$="X" then 
print:print:print" D = u;DECL*180/pi 
print" HS = u;OMS*180/pi 
print" 10 = u;HO 
print U KT = u;KT 
print" ID/I = ";HDH 
print U RB = u;RE 
print" R = u;R 
print:goto Inkey1d 
ELSE 
GOTO Inkeyld 
END IF 
RunAnglesl: 
CLS:GOTO Anglesl 
Beam: 
RB=((COST*SIND*SINL-SIND*COSL*SINT*COSG)*(OMSS-
OMSR)+(COSL*COST+COSG*SINT*SINL)*COSD*(SIN(OMSS)-SIN(OMSR»-
(COSD*SINT*SING) * (COS (OMSS)-
COS(OMSR»)/(2*(COSL*COSD*SINOMS+OMS*SINL*SIND» :RETURN 
